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Reader Charlie Woodward of Victor.
Idaho, says he needs "to thin things out a
bit;" that means his collection of HCNs,
which go back 12 years, is available to a
good home: a library, school or individu-
al who needs access to 12 years of West-
ern events. Joe Kipphut of Missoula also
has a set of HCNs reaching back to 1986
which are available. If you are interest-
ed, contact High Country News develop-
ment director Linda Bacigalupi at
303/5274898.

Good gifts
Mark Harvey of Aspen stopped by

recently, but with that exception, reader-
visitors have been scarce. But we do
receive mail.

Each year, Ruth and Chuck Powell
of Fort Collins, Colo., give their nephew
and his family a gift subscription to The
New Yorker. "Recently, when they visit-
ed us, they said that if we didn't mind,
they would rather receive HCN .."

So the Powells have sent them a
one-year gift subscription to HCN. If you
have a nephew, or son or daughter, or
friend who would enjoy news about the
West from the West, this is the season for
a gift subscription. A form is on page 28
of this issue.

Scott Hardt recently sent in a change
of address notice along with an explana-
tion. He has moved from Boulder to
Denver, where his work is, to both "save
his sanity" and reduce his contribution
"to the wonderful brown cloud of Den-
ver." Eliminating the commute has
helped, he says, b,ut he still wonders, as
he watches "the winter snows paint the
high country from his 46th floor office .'..
what drives the human race to create
urban sprawl and cover the planet with
concrete and asphait,"

L.R. Heberlein of Seattle sent in a
note with his new subscription: "I've
been depending on a friend for copies,
but I realize I· want a mainline to. the
source .....

The focus was wild
Intern Kate Gunness resisted fresh,

beckoning snows on the Sangre de
Cristo Mountains and pushed on to
Canon City, Colo., Nov. IO'to attend the
13th Annual Colorado Wilderness and
Wild Rivers Conference. She says the
trip was well worth it, with 175 people
attending two days of speeches, work-
shops and discussion. The focus was
Sen. Tim Wirth's Colorado wilderness
bill.. She writes:

Colorado politicians showed up in
full force, giving different perspectives
on the controversial water rights provi-
sions in the bill. Republican representa-
tives Hank Brown and Joel Hefley both
advocated clarifying downstream water
rights; Wirth and Democratic senatorial
candidates Carlos Lucero and Buie Sea-
well emphasized that the bill concerns
the high country, which has little water
development potential, and therefore
shouldn't be used to redefine Colorado
water law. Gov. Roy Romer concentrated
on the Rocky Flats nuclear weapons
plant and the unending challenges he
said it poses.

A highlight of the weekend was a
slideshow of Wirth's proposed wilder-
ness areas by Colorado photographer
John Fielder. The show brought the dis-
cussions about politics and water rights
down to earth.

For information on wilderness
issues, contact the Colorado Environ-.
mental Coalition, '771 'Grant St., Ste.
606, Denver, Colo. 80203-3518, or call
303/837-8701.

Enough hands
This second special issue on water is

an internal landmark for the paper
because it represents a broadening of the
High Country News staff. The two issues
were organized and edited by Steve
Hinchman, who came to the paper in
1986 as an intern, stayed on as staff writ-
er, and is now special issues editor.

The 28-page issues, almost double
the normal size, were laid out on com-
puters by Steve Ryder, who was an
intern here last year, and who has put in
enormously long and productive hours to
get us to this point.

Most of the articles in these issues
were written by HCN's network of free-
lancers, but there are always gaps. Those
gaps .were plugged by Florence
Williams, who was an intern in 1987 and
recently rejoined the paper as staff writ-
er, replacing Steve Hinchman.

There were casualities over the last
few weeks: the press of work resulted in
a cancelled outing to southern Utah, and
at times the tension has been palpable.
But it has also been a joy to watch anoth-
er generation take hold of the paper and
to realize that, so long as there is a need,
there will be a High Country News.
There is also relief. The paper is now
adequately staffed, with enough hands to
do the work that needs to be done.

Sabbatical planning
A subcommittee of the High Coun-

try Foundation board met in Denver just
before Thanksgiving to discuss sabbati-
cals by the publisher and editor, Ed and
Betsy Marston, due to start in June 1990.
Andy Wiessner, Dan Luecke, Lynn
Dickey, Bill Hedden and Michael Ehlers
talked about potential one-year replace-
ments and discussed ways of financing .
the one-year leave.

The proposed sabbatical - all the
pieces are yet to fall into. place - has
created some anxiety, but has also had
some healthy results. With the two

- - - - - .---

"Water Foul" is what photographer
Tim Crawford calls the photo above.
Tim tells us he was returning from
Boise, Idaho, where he had been a vol-
unteer lobbyist for the. Idaho Conser-
vation League, when he saw "the
detritus of our civilization revealed by
the melting snow and now decorating
barrow pits and fields." Returning the
next weekend, Tim says he stalked
more of the obscene creatures, catch-
ing them in pairs and groups. The bad
news, he says, is that all of the differ-
ent species of litter seem to be increas-
ing.

senior staff members planning to tem-
porarily fly the coop, the rest of the staff
has begun to look at their duties in a
more expansive way. In addition, heavier
responsibilities are being shouldered by
the board. Andy Wiessner, for example,
is nearing the end of a fundraising effon
he undertook to complete HCN's com-
puterization. Andy, who was probably
given a real telephone to play with as an
infant, has made over 60 telephone calls
in search of the $12,000 he intends to
raise.

-Ed Marston/or the staff

HOTLINE
.Mummy Lefton museum
steps

A I,OOO-year-old skeleton of an
Anasazi Indian was packed inside a TV
carton and placed on the back steps of
the University of Utah's Museum of Nat-
ural History last month. A woman then
called the museum to say that her hus-
band had found the skeleton but knew it
was illegal to keep it. Anthropologists
said the remains, probably those of a 60-
year-Old. female member of the Anasazi
Indian culture, were a "very rare find"
and among the best preserved they have
ever seen, reponsAP. But since the loot-
er removed the skeleton from its burial
site in the desert Southwest, much of its
value has been lost. The museum plans
to give up the remains for reburial.

Trucks may not use
park roads

After months of arguments between
the timber industry and environmental
groups, Park Service Director James
Ridenour decided last month that log-
ging trucks may not go through Yellow-
stone National Park. The Park Service ,
decision, based on regulations that forbid
the use of commercial vehicles in the
park, rejected a Forest Service request to
allow 36 logging trucks to haul timber
from burned areas on nearby national
forests on park roads. The trucks would
have made daily round trips through the
park of 94 miles, ConServation groups
opposing the plan, inCluding t\Je Greater

I

Yellowstone Coalition, The Wilderness
Society and the Sierra Club, said that the
trucks would harm both wildlife and vis-
itors' enjoyment of the park. But the
major issue, according to Sierra Club
Legal Defense Fund attorney Fern Shep-
ard, was the "integrity of the National
Park System." "We are pleased," Shep-
ard said, "that in this case the Park Ser-
vice did not disregard its guiding princi-
ples for the convenience of a commercial
operation ..,

A bill to ban log exports
Although Congress can prohibit the

sale of logs abroad, state bans on log
exports were ruled unconstitutional in
1984. Now, Peter Defazio, D·Ore., has
introduced a bill to give states the
authority to restrict log exports from
their lands. A growing timber shortage
threatens the economic stability of
wood-processing plants in the Pacific
Northwest, he says, and as a result many
are selling logs to Japan to increase their
cash flow. But he says that "it doesn't
lake a degree in economics to figure out
that when we export logs, we export
jobs." Defazio says his bill would enable
states to control their industries and
economies more efficiently. He also
plans to introduce legislation to' close
loopholes in the restrictions of log
exports from federal lands. Matthew
Kimball, Defazio's press secretary, says
he is confident both bills will pass
because of the growing interest in pro-
tecting what's left of the nation's old-
growth trees.
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After seven years, radiation victims get some justice.
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. ~ He was

a Veterans Administration bureaucrat;
she was a widow of a World War II vet-
eran who served in Hiroshima after the
bomb was dropped. The two were talk- "
ing in a small hotel restaurant. .
It was an ordinary scene, but it was

also historic: for the first time, the feder-
al government was recognizing and help-
ing radiation survivors.

The occasion this fall was the sev-
enth annual conference of the non-profit
National Association of Radiation Sur-
vivors. It brought some good news for a
group that has tried for seven years to
secure benefits for thousands of Ameri-
cans. All claim to be victims of disease
from radiation from atomic testing or
uranium mining.

In the past year, the group won pas-
sage of a new federal law. It allowed
those who could prove they were at the
scene of atomic tests to win disability
benefits if they had one of 13 cancers
linked to radiation exposure. No longer
will they face the near- impossible task of
producing medical evidence that radia-
tion caused the diseases.

New VA regulations will make it
easier for federal agencies to show statis-
tical links between radiation exposure
and a given disease. Finally, for the first
time at any of the group's conventions,
speakers came from both the VA and the
Department of Defense. Radiation sur-
vivors have been at odds for years with
both agencies.

For 220 atomic veterans across the
United States, including a handful of the
50 to 60 radiation survivors at the con-
ference, the new law ·already has borne
•fruit in the form of benefits. (

Until the new law passed, the VA
denied 99 percent of all claims brought
by atomic veterans and widows.

Larry Pray of Loveland, Colorado, took part in an atom bomb test in the
Nevada desert in 1952. Pray says his unit was less than 4,000 yards from
the blast. Today he is confined to a wheelchair as a result of nerve dam-
age he attributes to radiation.

AI Draper of Ottawa, Canada, makes a point during a question-and-an-
swer session with a VA official Draper worked at the chalk Rivet: nu-
clear power plant in Canada during the 1950s and attributes his 'partial
paralyzation to radiation exposure.

But widow Rachel Wenger, 64, of-
Colorado Springs, was carrying a 'fistful
of documents showing how she had been
able to convince the VA only two
months before, after 15 years of trying,
that her husband's 1974 death of throat
cancer was linked to his having served in
Japan, six miles south of Hiroshima, in
1945. She now gets a $636 monthly
check from the VA. .

"It's just unbelievable, the tears
from all this are still there," said Wenger,
who held a picture of her late husband.

"Your husband passes away and
everyone says that after one year you
should be okay. But each year that I put
in for benefits and was denied, it would
keep his death in my mind."

Conferees included veterans or wid-
-ows of veterans who had served in
Hiroshima or Nagasaki. Some had
served at our above-ground nuclear tests
on the Marshall Islands, and in Nevada
from the 1940s until 1962. Others were
"down winders" who had lived outside
the Nevada Test Site and been exposed
to atomic test radiation, and there were'
uranium miners or sons of miners who
had worked on the Navajo reservation in
the 1950s, '60s and '70s.

, Pat Broudy, the group's legislative
director, said she recently started getting

.\ $232 a month from the VA in benefits
after proving that her husband, who died
of lymph cancer, had sat in trenches
within 500 yards of Ground Zero in
Nevada. He had also walked through a
plutonium-contaminated area while serv-
ing at .the "Plum Bob;' 'serie~ of nuclear •
tests in Nevada in July 1957.

Her husband woke up in 1976 with
a lump under his arm, and was found to
already have terminal cancer, Broudy
said. He was dead in a year at age 57.

"I can't live on the money," said
'Broudy, who works in southern Califor-
nia as a legal secretary. "But I had to do

this because it was a matter of princi-
ple."

For others such as Filiberto Uriegas
of San Antonio. Texas, the battle for
benefits has barely begun. He served in
the Air Force at Kirtland Air Force Base
in the late 1940s and early 1950s. He
said he thinks he was doing maintenance
work for air support crews for several
atomic tests at the test site in-1951 and
1952. But he has no records showing he
actually went to the test site.

All he has are memories of wearing
dark glasses that the Air Force gave him
for some of his flights and of going
"blind" when he saw a bomb explode.

"They told us we were flying some-
where, but they never told us where,"
said Uriegas, 65. "It was all confidential,
and you never even talked with anybody
about it." Retired since 1965, he says he
has had prostrate cancer and suffered liv-
er damage.

Uranium miners and "down-
winders," meanwhile, were at the confer-
ence seeking to stir up interest in a pro-
posed bill in Congress that would estab-
lish a $100 million trust fund. It would
compensate members of those groups for
their illnesses.

Jamie Stewart, of St. George, Utah,
said the diabetes she's suffered since age
eight (she's now 35) may have been the
result of her mother making repeated
visits to and from horne in Salt Lake
City to St. George (ISO miles downwind
of the Nevada Test Site) during her preg-
nancy with Jamie in 1953.

Stewart had an October 1984 letter
from a Hiroshima private physiciain
showing diabetes as one disease for
which the Japanese government compen-
sates radiation victims.

"I've been going around for two
years trying to get health studies for peo-
ple in St. George with diabetes," said
Stewart. "I've pad people choke on their
dinners telling me they lost their sons to
diabetes. They hear what I have to say
and they wonder, 'Why didn't I know
about this?' .. "

- Tony Davis

HOTLINE
What causes the Grand.
Canyon haze?

EPA and the National Park Service
continue to disagree with operators of
the Navajo Generating Station about
what causes the haze that often shrouds
the Grand Canyon in winter. Both sides
met before members of the Western
State Energy Board this fali. Ierry
Shapiro, a consultant for the Salt River
Project, which operates the coal-fired
Navajo plant near Page, Ariz., said as
much as two-thirds of the contribution to
visibility problems is "natural," reports
the Arizona Republic. The Park Service
said its study, which placed a chemical
tracer in the generator's plume, showed
that 60 percent of the haze comes from
the Navajo plant. William Maim, staff
physicist for the Park Service, says, "In
the canyon itself, you can sometimes

. have the Navajo Generating Station as
the sole source-of'sultur," EPA estimates
'the clean-up cost at $330 million, while
plant operators put the cost at $1 billion.
Plain officials at the October meeting
proposed an 18-month, $14 million in,
house haze study, but EPA officials said
they weren't sure whether to allow the
study or -dernand emissions clean-up
immediatel y,
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Rural Coloradoans upset by rush to drill for methane gas
Carl Weston, a retired government

administrator, moved to quiet Bondad, in
southwestern Colorado, because he liked
the mountains and the fertile soil for
growing his tomatoes. He did not mind
the presence of an abandoned gas well
across the road: it was a harmless. even
picturesque remnant of a boom gone by.

In 196fi, a few months after Weston
built his house, he noticed that his drink-
ing water tasted rank. Soon it started
smelling pungent. The hot water faucet
spit ferociously, knocking glasses out of
his hand.

When his lemonade caught fire, he '
knew he had a problem. .

Several months and phone calls lat-
er, the Colorado Oil and Gas Conserva-
tion Commission sent a worker out to
Bondad to pour gobs of cement down the
throat of the 40-year·old gas well across
Weston's road. At the same time, a com-
mission representative told Weston not
to worry; there was probably no connec-
tion between the gas exploration of
yesteryear and the methane erupting
[rom his ki tchen sink.

That is when Weston began research
on his own. He learned that the well near
his property was one of thousands of
abandoned, uncapped mines in La Plata
County" many located dangerously close
to private drinking wells.

That these leftovers might not be as
lifeless as they appeared was a sour pill
for the area's landowners. A worse irony
was that the nuisance, rooted deep in the
West's young history, became serious in
the early 19808.

Thanks to a limited-time-only feder-
al tax cut offered to methaJ{egas 'produc-
ers, peaceful La Plata County once again
erupted in gas exploration. '

The tax cut, a feature of th~ Crude
Oil Windfall Profit Tax Act of 1980,
applies only to developers-of "unconven-
, tional" fuel. Methane quali,fies when it is
derived from solid coal seams using
experimental hydrologic methods.

Gas companies, entitled to the subsi-
dies for wells drilled by Dec. 31, 1990,
are rushing down the home stretch in
southwestern Colorado. Amoco Produc-
tion Co., Ladd Petroleum, Meridian Oil
and McKenzie Methane Corp.' have
drilled more than 450 wells into coal
beds in La Plata County,' and hope to
drill about 600 more.
- All successful wells developed by

. 'the 1990 deadline will receive the tax
credit for an additional 10 years, hence

, the last-minute frenzy.
A Bureau of Land Management

draft report says the oil and gas compa-
nies will net more income from the tax
credit alone than from the sale of the gas.

What this means for companies like
Amoco is big profits.

What it means for La Plata County
landowners like Weston is a raging
stream of pumpjacks, pipelines, com-
pressor stations and heavy truck traffic
flowing through their backyards. The
landscape of the wild San Juan Basin,
straddling the Colorado and New Mexi-
co border, lies punctured by recent drill
sites and scarred with gravel transport
roads.

And there still remains the largel y
unanswered question of groundwater
contamination, this time not just [rom
escaping methane but also from the
briny wastewater left over from coal-bed
drilling. a process known as degasifica-
tion.

Searching for methane in coal beds
requires initially pumping out large
amounts of groundwater in order to

release the locked sediments containing
the gas. This may eventually lead to the

An Injection well hearing In Colorado draws a crowd

release of methane, but not without first
unearthing millions of barrels of salty
water that must be hauled away or rein-
jected into the ground.

So far, 38 private water wells close
to drilling sites are contaminated with
methane and/or brine, according to the
Western Colorado Congress, a non-profit
advocacy group Working with Weston
and other citizens in La Plata County.
While not enough information exists to
correlate the contamination with drilling,
WCC believes the gas wells and reinjec-
tion sites are directly responsible.

"[The state oil and gas commission]
tries to obfuscate the connection between
the drill sites and the water wells," says
Weston, who has become a leader in the
battle [or stronger enforcement regula-
tions.

"But my water started 'Spitting again
when they started drilling a mile down
the road. And the people in New Mexico
are really worried because the deep
reinjection wells up here go right into a
formation that slopes down into their
water table."

The Environmental Protection
Agency estimates that if methane explo-
ration continues over the next 20 years,
one billion barrels of the salty waste
water will be forced underground in La
Plata County.

The San Juan Basin, which houses
some of the richest coal seams in the
state, serves as an ideal target for compa-
nies experimenting with methane pro-
duction.

The San Juan coal reserves are esti-
mated to contain 15 percent of the -
nation's total gas resources. If the ven-
ture proves successful, Rio Blanco and
Garfield counties in Colorado stand next
in line.

No federal agency has yet claimed
authority to order a basin-wide environ-
mental impact statement to analyze the
effects of the recent drilling surge.
Responding to calls from his con-
stituents, Rep. Ben Nighthorse Campbell
established a multi-jurisdictional task
force in August to address environmental
concerns, especially the water contami-
nation.

But residents bemoan the slow

progress of the commission which con-
tains representatives from 20 public
agencies. A group called the San Juan
Greens recentlyimplored Campbell's
group: "Get off your duff and pursue
your mission diligently:' iJ

, Says Weston, the only citizen serv-
ing on the committee: "So far we've
only, broughtout information the indus- ,
try already knew and everyone else
should have, namely, thai there's enor-
mous potential that all these abandoned
wells are leaking:'

The members of several local citi-
zens' groups, whose letter-writing cam-
paign to officials first brought the con-
tamination problems to light. have urged
the task force to come up with a plan of
action by spring, when drilling resumes
after a winter shut-down. As of yet, how-
ever, the task force wields no enforce-
ment power.

The citizens' plea is the latest in a
series of sometimes drastic, sometimes
expensive efforts to slow gas develop-
ment and demand a study of the environ-
mental and sociological effects of
drilling.

In one victory for environmentalists ,
earlier this year, the U.S. Forest Service
shelved Amoco's plans to drill five wells
in the San Juan National Forest near
Bayfield, Colo., following a protest filed
by the Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund.
The Forest Service will now examine the
proposed wells within the context of a
full-scale environmental impact state-
ment, rather than with a smaller assess-
ment as had been planned.

But in a recent defeat, a Durango
judge denied a temporary injunction
sought by a dozen rural landowners to
prevent construction of a $6 million
Amoco gas treatment facility in their
neighborhood cow pasture. The-ranchers
claimed the La Plata County commis-
sioners had improperly granted Amoco
approval for a commercial facility in a
rural, residential area.

Despite the defeat, groups like the
San Juan Citizens Alliance plan to con-
tinue putting pressure on public officials
to monitor the gasicornpanies more
closely. Officials who oversee the

Amy Malick has been covering this
story for the Durango Hera/d.

Area 01 highest
coalbed methane potential '

NewMexico
Navajo
Resenxnr

Farmington

drilling say they are understaffed and
underfunded.

Mark Weems, oil and gas commis-
sion inspector in La Plata County, says
he must play the odds and inspect only a
small percentage of drilling practices.

While no specific cause for the
water contamination has yet been identi-
fied by Campbell's committee, the EPA
in May prohibited the injection of
wastewater above the Lewis shales of
the San Jnan Basin as a precaution.

Meanwhile, La Plata County resi-
dents continue to feel bitter about the
way the gas companies have treated their
land. .

Jim Fitzgerald, a Fort Lewis College
professor, told industry and government
officials at a public hearing last May:
"You could have gone out and talked to
the people and listened to their stories.
You would have learned about problems
with roads, with wildlife and with water
wells."

La Plata citizens will keep telling
their stories for the rest of the year. _
Weston says it is unlikely, however, that
drilling will subside.

"I wouldn't hold my breath," says
Weston.

"Methane exploration is a rich field.
I just wish I dido 't live so close to where
they're going to drill. It's like going to
the moon; it's fun, but I wouldn't want to
go along for the ride:'

-Amy Malick

T
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Demonstrators at the "Bread not Bombs" rallv in Idaho

400 Idahoans say no to building bombs
Most of the 400 protesters who

turned out under cloudy, windy skies
were Idahoans who'd never come close
to a nuclear explosiou.

But a small delegation from Japan,
including aging survivors of the 1945
atomic bombing of Hiroshima, came to
the Idaho National Engineering Labora-
tory with chilling first-hand memories of
nuclear war.

"All I saw was hell on earth,"
Hiroshima survivor Fumio Miyahara
said through an interpreter. He talked
about one girl covered with shards of
glass after the explosion. He talked about
other victims so badly burned that no
one knew if they were male or female.

"It was atrocious -t- a scene of mis-
ery," Miyahara said.

To the Snake River Alliance of
Boise, Idaho, the camage of post-World
War II Japan and the desolate, sage-
brush-colored Areo Desert aren't that far
apart.

On the desert, about 40 miles west
of Idaho Falls, the Department of Energy
wants to build two large defense pro-
jects. Called the Special Isotope Separa-
tion and New Production Reactor pro-
jects, they are designed to produce pluto-
nium and tritium for nuclear, bombs at
the 890-square-mile federal lab.

The messages at the Oct. 22 rally
were many; not all were directly tied to
INEL's defense role. One general theme
at the "Bread, not Bombs" gathering was
that the federal government should not
pour billions of dollars into defense at
the expense of social and environmental
programs.

"I think it's time that we tum around
and-start spending money on other
things," said alliance member David
Hensel of Victor, Idaho.

Tom Allibrandi, a former Boise
radio talk show host, said he didn't want
to-see INEL's 1l,OOO-member workforce
cut. Instead, he wants to see the site spe-
cialize in managing the nuclear waste
buildup atINEL and other Energy
Department sites.

"We just want in change your job
description," Allibrandi said. "We are
poisoning ourselves with our own waste
and we don't know what to do about it."

But the prospect of new defense
projects at INEL loomed over the rally.
Several speakers touched on a new con-
cern: the prospect of the Energy Depart-
ment moving facilities from its troubled
Rocky Flats Plant near Denver to the;
INEL. Accordmg to Energy Department
studies, Rocky Flats will someday be
phased out, and lNEL is one possible
site for its plutonium operations.

"I believe that Rocky Flats is des-
tined for Idaho. No one else wants it,"
said state Sen. Brian Donesley, D-Boise.

Battling defense projects has been a
cornerstone of the Snake River
AJliance's work, and along the way the
group has grown. The IO-year-old group
has 900 members, three full-time staffers .
and a budget of just over $125,000.

The Idaho demonstration ,was part
of a nationwide weekend of protests at
the Energy Department's military sites,
from the Fernald nuclear site in Ohio to
Rocky Flats to the Hanford N uelear
Reservation nem' Richland, Wash.

"(It's) one important step in an
ongoing process," said Peter Lumsdaine
of the National Mobilization for Sur-
vival, a New York group that coordinat-
ed the rallies. The nationwide rallies
grew out of local grass-roots opposition
to nuclear projects, Lumsdaine said.
Critics, however, question how local the
alliance is.

Jim Zane, general manager of
EG&G Idaho, the INEL's largest private
contractor, speculates that the alliance is
driven more by national environmental
groups such as Greenpeace and the Nat-
ural Resources Defense Council.

Sen. Jim McClure, R-ldaho, a strong
supporter of the INEL defense projects,
has similar doubts. McClure spokesman
H.D. Palmer says Greenpeace members
were brought into Idaho to "coach"
alliance members for the Energy Depart-
ment's SIS hearings.

Liz Paul

Liz Paul doesn't deny that there's a
national campaign as well as a local
effort against nuclear weapons. But she
finds nothing sinister or inappropriate
about it.

"We're not talking about local mon-
ey," she said. "You have outside dollars
and outside money coming to your
town,"

It's an argument that doesn't go well
in Idaho Falls, a town of 45,000 that
reaps the most direct benefits from '
INEL. The two defense projects, for
example, are expected to create hundreds
of permanent and construction jobs, sta-
bilizing -site employment for several
years.

If the global weapons debate seems
to be on' a collision .course with a local
economic-development debate, a show-
down did not occur this time around. .

Supporters didn't show up to
counter the alliance's rally. The Idaho
chapter of the American Nuclear Soci-'
ety, for example, decided not to demon-
strate.

INEL made very careful remarks
about the alliance rally. From INEL
manager Don Ofte on down the line, site
officials were quick to defend the rally,
from at least a First Amendment stand-
point.

"Everybody's got the right to
protest," said Chris Powers, DOE's chief
of public activities. "(They have) a per-
fect right to do this sort of thing, and
we're trying to accommodate them."

- Kevin Richert

HOTLINE
An alternative to uiood
pulp

A paper company in south Texas
plans to build a newsprint mill that pro-
cesses kenaf, a relative of cotton and
okra that matures in just five months.
Several newspapers in California, Texas
and Florida tested kenaf-based newsprint
in 1987, says the U.S. Department of
Agriculture. They reported it was
brighter, stronger, used less ink than
usual wood pulp-based print and
required less energy to turn into
newsprint. Plans for the $35 million mill,
which the Kenaf Paper Co. hopes to
complete by 1991, follow a four-year
cooperative effort by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture and private
researchers.

HOTLINE
Cason' nomination dead

In a major victory for environmen-
talists, the nomination of James Cason to
oversee the national forests ended with a '
whimper. Saying he could see "the hand-
writing on the wall," Senate Minority
Leader Robert Dole, R-Kan., sent the
nomination back to the White House
without a vote. Senate Agriculture Com-
mittee Chairman Patrick Leahy, D-Vt.,
estimated that the Senate vote would
have been at least 60-40 opposed to the
nomination, reports the Casper Star-
. Tribune. Though approved by Leahy's
committee 12-7, the nomination faltered
when influential Sens. Bennet Johnston,
D-La., a~d Ernest Hollings, D-S.C.,
announced their opposition. Conserva-
tion groups also strongly opposed Cason,
saying that' his four years in the Reagan
administration showed a bias for private
development over environmental protec-
tion (HeN, 10/23/89). "The Senate rec-
ognizes," said Sen. Leahy, "that James
Cason is the wrong man for the wrong
job at the wrong time." Cason had 'been
nominated to the post of assistant agri-
culture secretary for natural resources,
which also oversees the Soil Conserva-
tion Service.

Entrance to the CUT ranch

CUTstaJ.rernotcharged
A Church Universal and Triumphant

, staff member who illegally purchased
two assault rifles will not be charged
with a crime. But the weapons - worth
$5,000 each - will not be returned.
Frank Black, who works in the church's
video production departruent near Yel-
lowstone National Park in Montana,
gave his true name, age and other infor-
mation when he purchased the guns, but
listed a Bozeman, Mont., mail delivery
service rather than his home as an
address. Assistant U.S. Attorney Tony
Hall said that Black's offense was a
"technical violation" of federal law and
that forfeiture of the weapons was con-
sidered a significant penalty. Black said
his decision to buy the guns was a per-
sonal one and that the church did not pay
for them. "I purchased these particular
guns for the sole purpose of defending
my family, my household and my com-
munity in the event of a nuclear war," he
said. "Contrary to public opinion, the
church does not control all staff mem-
bers' finances and does not require them
to give all their money to the church."
B lack was stopped by the Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms on OCL
13, less than eight hours after CUT vice
president Ed Francis pleaded guilty to
conspiring with another CUT staff mem-
ber, Vernon Hamilton, to buy identical
weapons using a false identification. The
U.S" attorney in Spokane, Wash., has
recommended a four-month jail sentence
and a $5,000 fine for Francis, and a one-

, month jail sentence and $1,000 fine for
Hamilton. Both men face sentencing
Dec. 15.
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Water enters its
Tbedrastic decline of the West's
natural resource economy and

.the failings of conventional water
development have created a

climatefor change

_____ -l.by EdMarston

Wter is at the center of the
West's long-term strategy for economic
development. The mining of coal and
uranium and drilling for oil and gas were
and are prized for themselves.But they
were also prized because they created
the need for water projectsand provided
themoney to build them.

In the traditional view of Western
economic development, water projects
were seen as providing a stable and
sustainable economic base and way of
life.

For a century, the West viewed the
boom and bust of mining and other
resource development as a phase the
region must pass through to achieve a
more mature economy - an economy
sustained by developedwater.

This strategy culminated in the late
1970sand early 1980s,whendemand for
energy and minerals created an
enormous boom. The region hoped the
boo'rri would last long enough to

stimulate and finance the building of ,
more dams and the 'growth of a much
larger population andeconomy.

By the time the inevitable bust
occurred, it was hoped that a more
diverse and stable economywould be in
place, and thereby greatly reduce the
region's dependence on the erratic
natural resource economy.

That expectation was smashed by
the depth of the early 1980s bust. The
bust has been so deep that many parts of
the region still haven't recovered.

Especially hard hit were states such
as Montana and Wyoming, which lack
both metropolitan areas and "sunbelt"
comrnunities supported by retirement,
tourism and other activities independent
of a working rural hinterland.

The collapse of energy and mineral
development has sent the West back to
its economic drawing board. And
because water in an arid region is at the
base of all economic development, it has
inevitably turned the region's attention
toward water.

If the West wishes to wait for the
next boom to inch its economy forward,
then a re-examination of basic
assumptions is not necessary.But if it is
to go on the economicoffensive, then it
must begin by taking a fresh look at
water.

In addition to ibis external pressure
on water policy, there is pressure from
the problems created by past water
development, explored in the first of
these two special issues.

That issue, titled "Billions for
quantity, but not a penny for quality,"
looked at irrigation projects that poison
wildlife refuges, nonpoint source
pollution, water practices that result in
destruction of trout fisberies, the near-

extinctionof the ColoradoRiver's native
fishes, groundwater pollution and the
tight hold salinity has on the Colorado
River.

The pressure from a drifting
regional economy and the mess created
by conventional water development is
probably irresistible. Althoughthe water
establishment - grassroots water
conservancy districts, federal bureaus
such as Reclamation and the Army
Corps of Engineers, and extensive
politicaland economic links- has great
power and influence, it will have to give
way. The only question is: what form
will the change take? .

A broadened reform movement

Until recently, those who
would "reform" Western water thought.
in terms of stopping proposed projects.
But this second special issue shows that
the movement for reform goes beyond
stoppingdams. ,.

It includes changing the ways in
~hich water in existing reservoirs is
used, demands for changes in howwater
institutions conduct themselves, and
changes in the laws and practices
underlyingwater developmentanduse.

The discussion of reformbeganwith
two articles in the first waterissue:Steve
Hinchman's articles on the near
extinctionof the ColoradoRiver's native
fish and on the vise-grip salinity has on
the same river.

The theme of reform is now picked
up in this issue, which opens on the
ground, with an account of a ski area
developer's effort to tum a four-mile-
long gravel quarry back into a living
stream. It is followed by another nuts
and bolts article, describing grazing
practices intended to restore trout to a
stream.

A striking change in the West's
approach to water is visible in the
Dakotas, where proposed vast irrigation
systems have been "traded in" for
pipelines that supply fanns and ranches
with drinking and livestockwater.

The article here describes South
Dakota's WEB pipeline, a replacement
for the scuttled Oahe irrigation project.
WEB will bring high-quality drinking.
water to high plains farmers and
ranchers for their personal use and for
their livestock.

Economic and ecological pressures
on Western water set the stage for
reform, but it is political and legal
pressure that ultimately make the reform
happen. Two articles here look at
political pressure. The first describes the
Clark Fork Coalition, which has been
organized to clean up that major
Northwest river. The other describes
Idaho's pioneering effort to deal with
nonpoint source pollution, and the

, I



age of reform
crucial role citizens will play in that
effort.

The final four articles in this issue
home in on the policy questions that
surround water.The most dramatic river
segment in- theWest is the section of the
Colorado River that flows through the
Grand Canyon.There are no dams in the
canyon.

Nevertheless, the Colorado's flow
through the canyon is controlled byGlen
Canyon Dam, located upstream of the
Grand Canyon.In the first of these four
policy articles, writer Dennis
Brownridge describes the current fight
for control of Glen Canyon. At present,
the dam is operated for the benefit of
electric power users. Environmentalists
are attempting to modify the dam's
operation for naturaland recreation uses.

Florence Williams then describes
the pressures affecting the water
conservancy districts that once ruled
rural water development, and writer
Dyan Zaslow sky reports on the
intertwined fate of the Denver Water
Department and the doctrine of prior
appropriation. The final article in this
issue is an essay by Peter Kirsch, which
describes shifts in how some regulators
and courts lookat water development.

Basic assumptions

UnderlYing these two special
issues of High Country News are two
assumptions.

First, it is assumed that the Westhas
built more dams and reservoirs than it
needs. The surplus of stored water can
be returned to streams to. protect
fisheries or switchedto uses, that provide
greater economic benefits than alfalfa,
cotton and penny a kilowatt-hour
electricity.This assumption is optimistic.

. It assumesa fair amount of physical give
in the system.

On the pessimistic side, it is clear
that there is no easy political or legal
path to the future. Water developers
preached that they were building for the
future. But the system they built and
protect is not very flexible.

If "building for the future" is
interpreted as making room for future
uses and values, then water developers
were actual1y hostile to the future,
saddling it with enormous costs. The
money will be paid out both in the
cleanup of existing messes and in so-
cal1ed transaction costs - the heavy
political and economic expenses'
attendant onmakingchanges.

For example, the federal
government, through the Bureau of
Reclamation, built hundreds 'of
expensive irrigation projects. But the
Bureau did not take legal steps to
provide that, at some future time, the
water the public paid to develop could
be shifted to otheruses.

Instead, the Bureau and the
Congress created a legal and procedural
morass. EachBureau irrigation projectis
governed by its own set of contracts,
solicitor opinions and enabling
legislation.

The transfer of federal1y financed
water- from uneconomic or even
damaging agricultural uses, as at
Kesterson and Stillwater, wil1 be very
difficult. Bills will have to be pushed
through Congress,water wil1have to l)e
bought from farmers and irrigation
districts who got that water initial1yat
very low cost, and numerous court

. battles will have to be fought. If water
developers were indeedbuilding for the
future, they have not yet revealed what
kind of future they had in mind, or how
it could be reached. At present, every
effort to change or reform uses of water
involves much time,workand money.

By elevating the doctrine of prior
appropriation - "The right to divert
shall never be denied," and "First in
time, first in right" - to a supreme legal
position, thd water development
community appears to have built
hostility toward future uses and users
into the system..

This is a seniority system, which
locks out the futurerather than includes
it. The doctrine appearsto have the same
kind of hold on the West as
primogeniture - the right of the eldest
son to a family's property - had on an
earlier age. .

Conservative reformers

In the scheme of things, the
West's approach to water is probably
more important than, let us say, the fate
of the region's old-growth forests. But
there is no EarthFirst! to erect a radical
critique and activist offense against
Western water. The subject is too
complex, with much of the damage
already done. Waterdoes not lend itself
to the kind of populist fight that now
surrounds the remnantancient forests of
the Northwest.

In fact, the environmental
community has taken a relatively
conservative reformist stance- on water.
The environmental movement is diverse,
but in s6 far as its position can be
characterized, it does not see the
doctrine of prior appropriation as evil.
Most critics say they simply wish to
broaden the presentsystem, and make it
work for more thanjust dam builders.

In one case, the appropriation
doctrine is actual1y the key to an
environmental strategy. The Nature
Conservancy views the strong property
rights in water established by the
doctrine as a way to protect biological
values.

The organization intends to protect
streams by buyingwater rights' and then
leaving the waterin the streams. It is one
of several environmentalstrategies that
involve the creation of in-stream or
minimum streamflows to protect the life
of streams.
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Post-plundered period

It is a given thaI. when it comes
to dams, all the good sites have been
built on. But the same can be said of
forests, grazing lands, mining districts,
scenic valleys and even reservoirs of
clean air. All of these resources have
seen their productivity or beauty
drastical1yreduced or destroyed.

This issue's discussionof water and
its prospects for reform could as well
have taken as ils subject forestry,
mining, grazing or tourism.To take one
example, resort developers are
continual1ylooking for unspoiledplaces
- in the Caribbean, in the Rockies, on
remoteMexican beaches-to spoil.The

dear Creek, near Idaho Sprln!l'" Colorado

scarcityof such land is an analogue, for
the "lifestyle" industry, of the lack of
good sitesfor new dams.

To take another example, the
fierceness of the fight over the old-
growthforests is a sign that they are just
about gone. There is no room left '-
which means no forests left - to
accommodate both preservation and
logging.

No one can predict whether the
West will be able to reform itself.
Certainlythere is not a lot of reason for
hope. The 19th century pioneers came
into a land that lacked infrastructure but
was intact,

Their 21st cen tury descendants
confront a land that has been both
plundered of its resources and also
salted, with its productivity either
permanently destroyed or in great need
of rehabilitation.

Despite those handicaps, the West
still has great appeal, both as community
and as a natural place. It is among the
most livable of American regions, with
thousands of settlements that are
accustomed to tough times and tough
work.

Predictions about the possibility of
reforming water or other natural
resource practices, therefore, mean very
little.Thebest one can say is that thereis
a race between ecological and economic
collapse and thorough-going reform,
with no oddsmakersin sight.

•
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Recalled to life .
A maverick engineer hopes to use
expertise and bulldozers to
restore afour-mile-Iong gravel
quarry to a liuingstrearn

___ by Susie Waddoups Jones
and Steve Hinchman

Tbe East Fork of the San Juan is
mostly a dead river.

Set in a pristine valley of Colorado's
Iofty San Juan Mountains, and surround-
, ed by lush forests thick with wildlife, the
East Fork should be' a classic meander-
ing stream teeming with trout, birds and
beaver, and bordered by willows and
cottonwoods - the center of a moun-
lainous Eden.

Instead, it resembles a four-mile-
long -gravel quarry bulldozed straight
down the center of the valley floor.
Today the river is 800 feet wide and
barely half a foot deep: a vast wash com-
posed of many tiny streamlets running
over coarse gravel and cobbles.

It is a sterile quarry. Most of the
trees and vegetation have been scoured
away, leaving no place for fish or water-
fowL The grassy floodplains are long
gone. I

The upper reach of the East Fork is
typical of scores of Western rivers and
creeks that have suffered the interfering
hand of man. On the East Fork, the dam-
age started in the early 1930s, after its
landowner - in order to open more of
the valley to grazing - burned and
plowed the impenetrable willow thickets
that held the river to its 60-foot-wide
channel,

The willows were poor forage for
cows, but they held the river in check.
During the next spring and for over half
a century, the East Fork ran wild, chang-
ing from a deep river into a shallow,
braided channeL Even todsy, after each
year's snowmelt, the floods carve new
channels, ripping away the banks and
sending tons of sediment downstream to
clog the channel, bury fish and insect
habitat and fill reservoirs.

The erosion has laid bare the river's
soul - exposing its wide, shallow
aquifer to the sun and wind. Because of
the resulting lack of water storage and
recharge, the East Fork is reduced in dry
season to a trickle.

who says rivers are as alive and pre-
dictable as any biologica.l creature.

Dave Rosgen is a maverick, a cow-
boy-turned-hydrologist from Fort
Collins, Colo. Working with the Forest
Service and as ·a private consultant,
Rosgen has 'spent the last 25 years study-
ing rivers across the United States.

Rosgen, however, is a different
breed of river expert. He doesn't rebuild
rivers out of concrete and steel, like so
many old-school engineers who have
arrested bank erosion at the expense of
natural beauty and wildlife habitat.

Instead he uses reams of data col-
lected during long days in the field. Then
he turns to natura.l materials located on
site - rocks, trees and willows '- and'
mimics nature, rebuilding the river's his-
ioric curves and floodplains, rediscover-
ing its natural rythms.

His experiment on the East Fork of
the San Juan returned its first mile to a
meandering channeL Its newly created
riparian floodplain has so far withstood
several spring floods and now supports a
rejuvenated trout population. Without a
chunk of concrete in sight, this job turns
traditional river-engineering on its head. '

Ironically, Rosgen was hired to
return the East Fork to its natural state so
the valley landowner could develop it
into a four-season resort. Dan McCarthy,
,proponent of the controversial East Fork,
Ski Area, realized he needed to first fix
the river because the bottom lands had

Dave Rosgen

"the best potential for development,"
says Bob Perletz, a Boulder, Colo., con-
sultant hired by McCarthy.

The first company contracted carne
up with a plan that looked like "a
drainage-way through a subdivision,"
Perletz says. Rosgen was chosen to do
the work because his results fit the natu-
ralimage McCarthy wanted.

the natural tendencies of the river." That
is not simple. Rosgen classifies rivers
based on six major variables: slope,
width-depth ratio, sinuosity (a measure
of meanders), bed and bank material
size, bank soils, 'and confinement. These
variables are integrated into a stream
classification system he developed
which is now being used throughout the
United States.

Rosgen developed his East Fork
strategy by plugging its characteristics
into his classification system. He also
dug into the river's history, studying
ancient floodplains that now stand as
high terraces, and interviewing old-
timers who remember the original river.
Last, he compared aerial photos of the
damaged four-mile reach with healthier
sections downstream.

From this, he predicted the East
Fork's behavior and drew up a blueprint
for reconstructing its course. That
blueprint, which reached the Army
Corps of Engineers in the form of a 404
Dredge and Fill permit application, was
radically different from just about any-
thing they'd ever seen, recalls Grady
McNure, head of the Corps' project
office in Grand Junction, Colo.

What Rosgen proposed was plowing
the river up and starting- from scratch.
Traditiona.l techniques, such as building
a series of check dams, were not part or
Rosgen's plan. His intent was to restore
the river's natural, stable form.
,. The permit application was accom-

panied by a series of calculations and'
measurements that laid out every dimen-
sion of the new river channel. Something
of this sort had never been permitted
before, and Corps officials called on Dr.
Luna Leopold, professor emeritus at the
University of California, Berkeley, for
advice.

Leopold, the only hydrologist on the
National Academy of Science and one-
time head of all the U.S. Geologic

"Natural" takes study

Rosgen says his goal is always
river stability, but by using natural pro-
cesses and not. brute, mechanical force.
He defines stability as a river's ability to
transport the full.amount of water and
sediment supplied by its watershed while
maintaining its natural patterns and
dimensions.

The key, he says, is "understanding

- Reversing the damage

c 0A recent ex;"rimerit has begun
to reverse the destruction. A few .years
ago the first mile of the East Fork was
returned to its historic balance by a man

DURANGO
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Survey's hydrologic studies, was famil-
iar with Rosgen's calculations. In fact,
much of Rosgen's work is based on the-
ories Leopold developed, although
Rosgen is the first to apply them on the
ground. Leopold gave his plan high
marks.

The river dictates

LeoPold, who visited the site,
gives a simplified view of Rosgen's
method:

A river's slope or steepness, accord-
ing to Leopold, is determined by the vol-
ume of water and should not be changed.
But slope is not uniform down the river:
. it varies between flat areas, or pools, and
steeper grades, caIled riffles. The spac-
. ing of the pools and riffles, he says, "is a
function of width."

The sweep of a river's curves, how-
ever, is related to its bank-full discharge,
or the amount of water, usually during
spring runoff, that fills a river from hank
to bank. Leopold says this "is the flow
you want to design for." '

The floodplain, a necessity for all
rivers, is designed by nature to take care
of flows greater than bank-full, and must
be covered in grass and willows to pre-
vent erosion.

The last variable is sediment load.
Leopold says slope, width, depth and the
river's curves are related not just to the
water volume, but also to the size,
weight and consistency of the sediment
that water carries downstream.

The combination of these variables
produces a unique profile that can be
laid out in precise geometry.

Leopold says, "A river does not
want to be straight. If a river is of a cer-
tain size it has to have bends of a certain
size with a certain radii of curvature and
a certain distance between one bend and
another."

Leopold was optimistic about the
result. In a letter to Corps officials, he
concluded: "If this design is actually
installed on the ground I forecast it will
be cited as a landmark case and will
soon be known throughout the world."

"I don't chtinnelize rivers"
. r

Based on Leopold's evaluation,
the Corps gave Rosgen a permit for a
demonstration project, allowing him to
reconstruct the first mile of the planned
3.5 miles if he set up a three-year moni-
toring and evaluation project.

Rosgen had one more obstacle.
Some residents of nearby Pagosa
Springs opposed McCarthy's East Fork
Ski Area plans, and consequently ques-
tioned the river renovation project. At a
public meeting an angry ranch owner,
Betty Feazel, approached Rosgen.

As Rosgen tells it, she said, "So
you're the SOB who's gonna channelize
the East Fork."

Rosgen says he replied, "Ma'am,
don't ever use that word - channeliza-
tion. You can call me an SOB if you
want to, but I don't channelize rivers."

Rosgen won a reprieve, but local
. residents were still skeptical when
Rosgen's crew moved into the valley.
Now it did look like a gravel quarry. The
crew included 15 people and 12 pieces
of heavy machinery: front-end loaders,
bulldozers, scrapers, trucks, earth
movers, excavators with thumbs and
even a skidder to haul logs out of the
nearby forest.

Rosgen required his handpicked
crew, all local, to go around the few cot-
tonwood trees remaining by the river and
cause as little damage as possible to the
valley, challenging them to "walk the
quietest on the land with the biggest of
equipment"

Nonetheless, they overwhelmed the
river. Dozers pushed the braided river
channel aside while earth-movers, exca-
vators and trucks rebuilt a meandering
channel.

The outside of curves where the
river applies the most force were lined
with interwoven root fans from pushed-
over cottonwoods and spruce. Staggered
and facing upstream, the 12- to 15-foot-
diameter roots were anchored into the
bank and secured by interlocking logs
and boulders. The high, jagged bank
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BEFORE:The rive~ bas split off into dozens of small channels
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AFTER: Once again, the river flows in a broad channel
.,

catches and absorbs the river's power,
much as the rough waIls of a recording
studio absorb sound. It also creates deep
eddy pools and cover that make excel-
lent trout habitat.

The insides of curves were trans-
formed into low-lying floodplains that
were planted in grasses and willows to
withstand seasonal floods.

In between was a relatively narrow
channel, about 60 feet across and three
feet deep at bank-full discharge.

In all, the mile qf work used close to
3,000 trees, several hundred boulders
and over 430,000 cubic yards or' nn
material. Rosgen estimates the project
cost about $60 a foot, or almost
$300,000. The work took three months.

It acts like a river

The results have been excellent.
The meandering pattern has held through
three spring floods, and the channels are
staying clear of sediment. Rosgen says
that proves that once the right patterns
are established, natural processes will
take over.

Fringe benefits include better fish
habitat, lower water temperatures, good
year-round water levels, a rejuvenated
floodplain aquifer, and a new grass and
willow riparian ecosystem. Rosgen esti-
mates nearly 60 acres of land were
recovered over the one mile of restora-
tion.

While the official three-year moni-
toring and evaluation program continues,
Army Corps officials have already
approved Rosgen's work.

"It is a technique that is permit-
table," says McNure. "We have issued
permits and will continue to do so."

The locals didn't wait. Betty Feazel
. observed the project from start to finish
and carefully monitored its results. The
next spring she hired Rosgen to do simi-
lar work on her ranch on the West Fork
of the San Juan, which she paid for by
selling piles of gravel left over from the
project.

Rancher Bob Lindner then had
Rosgen repair 1.5 miles of the
Weminuche River and 2.4 miles on the
nearby Rio Blanco. The two projects
cost about half what the East Fork did,

aod Rosgen says that with refined tech-
niques, he can now repair most rivers at
10 cents on the dollar, compared to stan-
dard methods.

Following a September flood in
1988 on the Rio Blanco, Bureau of
Reclamation officials noticed greatly
reduced sediment deposition levels
downstream on the San Juan. Attributing
the change to Rosgen's bank stabiliza-
tion work upstream, Bureau officials are
now considering supporting further work
on the San Juan's tributaries.

Today, it's pretty difficult to catch
Rosgen with any spare time. He has
completed a successful project on the
Eel River in California's Humboldt.
Redwoods State Park; state officials
have contracted Rosgen to repair the
entire Bull Creek watershed, a tributary
to the Eel that was devastated by logging
in the 1950s; and the California State
Parks Department has issued a procla-
mation requiring its engineers to use the
geomorphic approach rather than the
standard riprap and gabion wall tech-
niques.

Other projects are completed or
under way in California, Colorado,
Vermont and Maryland. The final three-
and-a-half miles of work on the East
Fork, however, will not be permitted
unless McCarthy wins approval for the
entire ski area proposal

Between projects, Rosgen tours with
his slide projector, giving shan courses.
He is also writing a book with Dr. Luna
Leopold. Eventually, Rosgen hopes to
move his family to Pagosa Springs, build
a wooden lodge and teach on the nearby
rivers, which he says include just about
every river-type there is.

Rosgen says he wants more time
with his family and horses, but he is
often out in the field, accumulating data.

"I spent 24 years as a professional
hydrologist, making a concentrated
effort to bring the data together and find
the_variables that keep sbowing up ... I'll
always balance projects and field work
to keep getting new data, to keep my
designs fresh and updated with what the
rivers are telling me."
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Bringing back the range
In Oregon, ranchers, academics

and environmentalists are
managing watersheds of small

creeks with cbainsaus, fire
and cattle to bring those creeks,

back to life and save an
, ,

endangered trout
'. '. - . , '

' -lJby Jim Stiak

It' is late August in central
Oregon. A sparkling brook runs along
the bottom of a canyon in the dry,
juniper-dotted hills. Tiny rainbow trout
swim in the clear water. Sedges, grasses
and young willows hug the stream
banks, their bright green contrasting
sharply with the brown slopes rising
above.

In a Bureau of Land Management
cap, sunglasses and an aw-shucks grin,
Earl McKinney is standing alongside'
Bear Creek explaining what sounds like
a minor miracle. With chainsaws, torch-
es and cattle, he's saying, this stream has
been transformed from one that used to
trickle dry every summer. Now it flows
year-round. _

"The BLM watershed program,"
says McKinneY, "is to cut junipers, wait
three years and burn, (then) have a good
cattle grazing program lined up."

McKinney is a range conservationist
with the BLM in Prineville, OFe. In the
early,1970s, his district began cutting
trees, burning fields and allowing selec-
tive grazing to rehabilite watersheds
long overgrazed.

Thinning the junipers, McKinney
explains, lets the grass trap more of the
meager water that falls in this country.
Fires keep junipers from resprouting and
stimulate grassto grow, and the cattle, if
grazed at the right time of year, also help
the grass along.

McKinney and a medley of people
roam along the stream, poking in the
soil, snapping pictures, swapping stories.
It's the quarterly get-together and tour of
the Oregon Watershed Improvement

Coalition, an ad hoc group of 17 people
from academia, the cattle ,and timber
industries, federal and state agencies,
and wildlife and environmental groups.
The coalition was formed in early 1986
to improve not only 'damaged lands, but
also relations.

"The environmentalists said grazing
on public lands should be eliminated,"
recalls one member; but "the ranchers
said the environmental community
should be eliminated." , '

Bill Kreuger, a professor of range-
land resources at Oregon State
University is coalition chairman. He
arranged the first meeting, seeing it as a
test of whether quarreling factions could
stay in the same room for a couple
hours. They-did, and the group has been
, meeting ever since. 'I

Friction over a flsn

Part of the friction among the dif-
ferent parties centered around an obscure
fish, the Lahontan cutthroat trout, that
was rare and getting rarer. The Lahontan,
also known as the black spotted trout,
dates back to the day when the Great
Basin was one big lake and the fish was
the largest trout in North American
waters. In the 1930s, 'for example, a 41-
pounder was caught in Pyramid Lake,
Nev.

But with commercial overharvest-
ing, irrigation dams and interbreeding
with introduced species, the pure strain
was decimated until it survived in just a
few small streams. Then came years of
drought, and on three streams in central
Oregon, the Lahontan population
plunged. On Big White Horse Creek, its

population dropped 87 percent in four
years.

Although the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service currently considers it only a
"sensitive" species, pressure could
mount to list the trout as endangered.
Like the spotted owl, the spotted trout
could be the center of a political mess

The coalition hopes to avoid that by
repairing both trout habitat and commu-
nity relations. In an effort to save the
Lahontan, cattle have been.fenced out of
Big White Horse Creek for the first time
ever.

. "Once the riparian habitat gets back
in shape, we expect the stream will deep-
en and the fish population increase,"
explains coalition member Cal Cole. He
is the executive director of Oregon
Trout, a group that he calls a voice for
the fish rather than the fishermen.

But preventing grazing on public
lands is not the answer, Cole adds. That
will just put pressure on private lands,
and much of the best land - the bottom,
riparian lands - are private. The
answer, Cole and other coalition mem-
bers hope, is education about enlight-
ened ranching practices.

The coalition has only one on-the-
ground project of its own, at Bridge
Creek, but members respond ro calls for
help or advice from all around Oregon's
rangelands. Every few months, the group
takes a tour to see the work being done,
not only streamside, but also high' above
in the upper watersheds.

On-the-ground reality

TOday, the tour is on Doc and
Connie Hatfield's "High Desert Ranch"
outside Brothers, Ore. Doc Hatfield
leads the group through a series of
windswept fields, and at the first stop, he
tosses his grey Stetson onto a patch of
earth surrounded by scattered tufts of
Idaho fescue.

"Notice how much bare ground
there is here," he says. "This field hasn't
been grazed for 25 years." He reaches'
down and tugs on one of the clumps,
·which comes out easily. "Not much root
vigor," he says

He comes to a fence. On the left,
where bushy grasses reach high, there's
heavy animal use, he says. On the right,
with few grasses, there's no animal use.
He says grazing helps vegetation by
recycling nutrients - held in the cow-
pies - and by stomping down dead veg-
etation and pushing seeds into the soil

"The big animal influence," adds
McKinney, "is the critical driving force
in the grassland ecosystem."

Doc Hatfield leads the group to a
field. where the juniper trees were burned
off several years ago. When a storm'
came, he says, the water ran off quickly,
but clean. The sediment was trapped by
thick grasses that grew in place of the ,.
junipers.

Bill Kreuger holds a quick class in
erosion. He says there was, a studythat» ,
compared rates of erosion under differ-:
ent vegetation covers. The most erosion
was under big juniper. Less occurred
under sagebrush but the least - some-
thing like 100 times less than under
juniper - was under grass'

Junipers also steal water. When the,

L

Earl McKinney
trees are cut in the hills the water table
rises in the lower lands. Willow and
Bear creeks, which used to be intermit-
tent, are now year-round, Kreuger
reports,

Kreuger points to a 20-foot high
juniper. "According to data," he says,
"on a warm, saturated spring day, that
tree'll pump up about 50 gallons of
water a day."

- "Like any evergreen," adds
McKinney, "juniper transpires all year.
So in the spring, the grass is already
wilted from lack of water."

The tour heads up a pair of dirt
tracks, past a hand-painted sign reading
"Connie's Point" to a rocky knoll with a
stand of twisted junipers and a 360
degree view. The country is gorgeous,
the air scented with sage. This, says Doc,
is the upper watershed of Camp Creek.

He points to a nearby slope with
fewer junipers than the other hills.
We've cut the trees, Doc says, leaving
enough shade for cows and cover for

, deer, but mostly grasses for our water-
shed. He turns to Dave Lumens of the
Izaak Walton League for approval.
Lumens slowly looks around and nods.
"This looks good," he says. "Wildlife
needs diversity, which this has."

Doc heads down the hill, pointing
out the fluffy tufts of grass. The slope is
grazed twice a year, but only for a short .

, time, which Doc Hatfield says is timed
to encourage its growth. "You can imag-
ine water rolling off this when it's frozen
ground," he says, "It'd have a heck of a
time building up any speed with all these
cracks and crevices and clumps."

"Now you gotta hurry up':' he says,
playing tour guide. 'This is real excit-

(Continued on page 11)
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(Continuedfrom page 10)
ing." He stops at a gully with a trickle of
a creek and a large willow. "This willow
is 50 years old," he says, "but this flow
wasn't here except for a couple months
in the spring - until we cut the
junipers."

"We've come a long way in three
years, after 120 years of misuse," some-
one comments.

Maybe the Oregon Watershed
Improvement Coalition can change the
world, says Doc Hatfield. "Like this,
where ranchers and environmentalists
are talking together, realizing there is
common ground."

There's work being done allover
the state, says another coalition member.
A rancher in southeast Oregon is work-
ing on improving 35 to 40 miles of Trout
Creek. He wants to meet with people to
talk about it, but not with environmental-
ists, another member points out.

"It takes time," says Doc, "for these
things to happen." '

The tour winds back down the road
toward Bear Creek. Earl McKinney
takes over, and points to downed
junipers lying along the stream banks.
The BLM started cutting junipers in the
early 1970s, he says. The trees dangle in

the water, but not- so thick that they
block the sun from the riparian vegeta-
tion. The tree is pointed so the butt sits
on the ground and doesn't easily shift in
floods. Back eddies form behind the
junipers, depositing silt

"The junipers are the symptoms of
125 years of- man and his livestock,"
says MclCinney. "The real damage to
some of these creeks was in the first 20
years cattle and sheep grazed on them.
They've never had a chance to recover."

Besides cutting junipers, the coali-
. tion has also protected riparian vegeta-
tion. "Any vegetation along the creek-
bank slows water," says McKinney.
"Grass is great, willow is wonderful.
Willow slows more water, makes for less
erosion and more bank building. Beavers
keep them thinned - many small trees
are better at slowing' water than a few
big ones. This is just my viewpoint, that
the beavers' function is to keep trees
young. BUl they've been trapped out."

He stops at a wide, flat area where
tall bunch grasses sway in the breeze. It
is the floodplain of Bear Creek.

"This area was grazed in the spring
for a month," McKinney says. "It gets
some heavy stomping. Where grazing is
allowed, perennial grasses are establish-
ing. Where grazing isn't allowed, it's
annuals, and they were washed away by
last year's flood,"
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"The water table is rising," he con-

tinues, gesturing over the field of grass.
"Eventually this should be meadow. And
the floods aren't as big as they used to
be. That's the payoff for the upper water-
shed work."

He moves along the creek, to a spot
where the floodplain narrows, and holds
up a faded photo from 1976. The area in
the photo is bare and rocky. He points
over his shoulder to the same. area now,
lush with young willow. Tiny rainbow
trout fry gather in the shade of the over-
hanging banks. Two coalition members
Swap fish stories about the 14-inch rain-
bow caught last year.

. Grazing at the right time

ThiS time of year is when we
kill our creeks around here, says
McKinney. "The cattle graze the riparian
zone, which is- green and attractive, but
not rich enough to put any weight on
them. The creeks get ruined and the cat-
tle don't thrive. Nobody wins."

"Down in the riparian zone," he-
continues, "the idea is to graze after the
runoff, after the vegetation has grabbed
the mud flowing down the creek. This
area was grazed three times heavier than
before, but is in much. better condition.
It's all a matter of timing."

"There aren't any two systems
where you can use the same prescrip-:
tion,' adds Oregon Trout's Cal Cole.
"Some systems, such as narrow canyons,
just can't be grazed"

There are places where keeping the
cattle off entirely works. On Willow
Creek, one of the 'many Willow Creeks
here, rainbow trout have returned to
healthy levels. The fate of the Lahontan
cutthroat trout is still in doubt, but, Cole
insists, the coalition's work will make a
difference.

"Fish are at the end of the line," he
says. "First you've got to have good
water quality, which is a product of good
land management. You've got to get the
management together first." That man-
agement, says McKinney, is coming
around. Every BLM district in Oregon is
working on watersheds, as are private
landowners throughout the state.

"It's their working together that's
making a difference. On nearby Salt
Creek," he says, "the BLM began the
watershed rehabilitation work there, but
it wasn't until a' private rancher also did
some that the water began to flow year-
round."

"After all:' he- says, "streams don't
care if they're on public or private land."

•

Piping in a
better life

Center pivot irrigation In northeastern South Dakota
__________________ .,..-_________ more than $20,000.· Instead, Dewald's

minimum payment to WEB is $35 per
month for 6,000 gallons of water. In the
winter months he uses as much as
60,000 gallons each month. His monthly
bill has never exceeded $100, even dur-
ing those peak-use months.

Dewald is .one of thousands of
South Dakota fanners who eke out a liv-
ing with some of the most heavily min-
eralized groundwater in the country.
Plentiful and high quality water has
always been hard to find in the Dakotas.
The people who Settled here could bare-
ly drink what. little water their wells

.,could suck from the earth. People !9day
buy chemicals by the truckload to try
and soften their well water.

WEB - named for Walworth,
Edmund and Brown, the three counties
in the pipeline's' original service area -
will end that When finished, WEB will
supply purified Missouri River water to
up to 25,000 people and hundreds of
thousands of cattle. The pipeline, which
covers the central part of the state, is pan
of a growing network of spiderweb-like

The Dakotas forgo their dreams
of vast irrigation projects in

- Javor of systems that deliver
high-quality drinking water to
thousands of farms and ranches

____ .JJby Peter Carrels

Before the WEB rural water
pipeline arrived at Pat Dewald's farm in
north central South Dakota, things
looked bleak for the young farmer. His
wells pumped only two gallons per
minute. Especially vulnerable were
Dewald's 300 head of cattle. ,

"It seemed like every other morning
I'd wafk out to check the well, to see if

the water tanks were. empty," recalls
Dewald. If the tanks were empty Dewald
would pull the well casing and clean the
pipes of built up mineral and salt
deposits. "That," he says, "was getting
very old."

Dewald's options were limited. "If
WEB hadn't come along, I would have
had to dig a deep artesian well," to look
for cleaner and more abundant water, he
explains.

Drilling a new well would have cost

rural water systems that carry vast
amounts of domestic water throughout
South Dakota's thousands of square
miles.

But WEB is also important because
it replaces a massive federal irrigation
project that would have dumped that
water.and much more, onto the land for
irrigated agriculture.

. WE)! water was originally part of -
the massive Pick-Sloan water project,
Authorized in 1944 and built in the
1950s and 1960s, Pick-Sloan-was

. designed to harness the unruly Missouri
River: protect the large downstream
cities from floods, produce cheap hydro-
electric power, and provide plentiful and
inexpensive water for irrigation of mil-
lions of acres of the arid Dakota and
eastern Montana plains.

But its most obvious result was to
drown millions of acres of fertile
Missouri River bottom lands and displace
thousands of people and whole Indian
tribes. Kansas City now enjoys the pro-

(Continued on page 12)
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than Connecticut.

"WEB is truly innovative because of
its vast size," says Sam Wade, a
spokesman for the National Rural Water
Association.

WEB also made it politically rea-
sonable to replace plans for large, con-
troversial irrigation development with
domestic water pipelines. For example,
when support for the CENDAK (Central
Dakota) Irrigation Project sputtered, it
was enthusiastically replaced by plans
for the Mid-Dakota rural water pipeline.

Because large irrigation projects
have never materialized in South
Dakota, the state's leaders are now ask-
ing that cheap Missouri River
hydropower formerly reserved for irriga-
tion development be transferred to
domestic water delivery systems.

Last summer, in a pact described by
Gov. George Mickelson as a "major step
forward," Midwest Electric Consumers
Association agreed to allow the planned
Mid-Dakota system to use discounted
electricity previously held for irrigation.
The reduced power costs will save Mid-
Dakota $100,000 each year. Electric
officials had traditionally. protected
cheap power for irrigation projects.

The shift in water policy and pro-
jects makes economic and environmental
sense, but it may mean an even greater
improvement. in the quality of life in
South Dakota.

The stale has aIways had one strike
against it when it comes to groundwater.
The use of agricultural chemicals, which
seep into the groundwater, has aggravat-
ed the initial problem. That is especially
true in southeastern South Dakota, where
agriculture is most intense.

But even without agriculture, South
Dakota has problems. "Generally speak-
ing," says Mark Steichen of the state's
Department of Water and Natural
Resources, "South Dakota may have the
most mineralized water in the. nation."

Heavy mineralization translates into
foul-tasting water, corrosion of plumbing
and appliances, stunted livestock, and
higher calf mortality. Dairy herd produc-
tion can also be dimirtished.

In times of drought, stock dams and
other water sources dry up, forcing live-
stock producers to ship their herds else-
where. While providing water to people
is important, state officials say that live-
stock watering is perhaps the greatest
contribution of rural water systems.
WEB alone will furnish water to over
600,000 cattle.

Of the 32 rural water systems now
operating in South Dakota, 30 received
their share of federal funding through the
Farmers Home Administration (FmHA).

But WEB' and a system not yet
under' way, the Mni Wiconi Pipeline, are
being financed through the Bureau of
Reclamation. FmHA spokesman, John
Guthmiller, says his agency has no com-
plaints with the Bureau's involvement in
rural water.

"WEB and Mni Wiconi are big sys-
tems:' explains Guthmiller, "and we're
not used to working with systems that
expansive." Mni Wiconi - which
means "water for life" in Lakota - will
serve 20,000 people in the southwestern
part of the state, including 12,000 on the
Pine Ridge reservation.

Building rural water systems is a
new but not unwelcome challenge to the
Bureau, whose role in water develop-
ment has greatly changed in recent
years. WEB was the first drinking water
pipeline administered by the agency.

According to Rod Ottenbreit of the
Bureau's Billings, Mont., regional office,
"We have to look at what the contempo-
rary needs of the country are. If the need
isn't for more irrigation systems, then
we must find out what the need is' for.
Apparently, rural water systems are
needed."

The federal contribution to rural
water systems is significant. The
FmHA's Guthmiller says from 40 to 100
percent of a project's financing comes
from federal money. WEB has received
over $90 million from federal sources
toward a total cost of approximately
$105 million. State and local money are
used to prove interest and commitment
and to attract federal dollars. Usually
federal funds make up about 90 percent
of a project's costs.

Although there is an exodus in
South Dakota of farmers and ranchers to
cities and towns, rural water systems
have not reflected that trend.

"Not a single rural water system in
the state has gotten smaller," says
Dennis Davis. "They have all grown."
Davis explains that abandoned farm-

. steads don't necessarily mean cancelled
ruraI water taps. He says the supply to
vacant homes is often maintained to con-
tinue watering livestock.

And despite economic woes, farm-
ers loyally pay their rural water bills.
'There is only a I percent delinquency
rate on rural water bills in South
Dakota," says Davis. "It proves how
much people value their ruraI water sys-
tems."

The news of that value has spread.
Davis says nearly two-thirds of the
state's land mass will be part of the ruraI
water pipeline grid when current projects
are' completed. "We anticipate rural
water systems will deliver water toabout
210,000 people, nearly one-third of
South Dakota's population."

Rural pjpeline .
(Continuedfrompage 11)
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jeer's electricity and is protected from
the Big Muddy's annual floods, but the
project's irrigation units were boondog-
gles, most of which never got built
(HeN, 10/27/86).

WEB was built on the ashes of one
of those units, the Oahe Irrigation
Project in South Dakota, and it may
mark the final abandonment of the
dream of irrigated agriculture in South
Dakota

WEB-!or..()ahe

Er more than 30 years, until it
was officially haIted in 1982, the Oahe
Project held the attention of the state's
water development establishment. The
billion-dollar irrigation scheme was
viewed as compensation owed South
Dakota by the federal government for
flooding over a half-million acres of
Missouri River bottomland by Pick-
Sloan.

Unrelenting pressure from orga-
nized farm opposition, however, derailed
Oabe. The farmers feared the expensive
project would drive them out of busi-
ness, and they were joined by local and·
national environmental groups, which
claimed the project would damage wet-
lands, wildlife and water quality.

In the end only a pump house and
several miles of canal were completed.
Cleverly, Oahe opponents did not simply
call for the end of Oabe. They asked the
federal government to fund construction
of a rural water system that would serve
both the proposed Oabe irrigation disc
trict and other areas desperate for drink-
ing water.

Just as the fight over Oahe was
intensifying during the 'late. 1970s,
President Carter's staff at the Interior
Department was searching for local sup-
port to back Carter's plan to cut federal
water projects. His staff found-allies in

I
Oabe's grass-roots opponents.

The notion of trading a federal
promise to build a controversial irriga-
tion project for a less expensive drinking
water system appealed to Carter's staff.
Oabe was killed and north-central South
Dakota got WEB.

Although the WEB·for-Oahe trade
brought greater attention to rural water.
systems in South Dakota, rural water
supporters had been making quiet
progress during the heated Oabe debate.

Between 1974 and 1984, more than
$250 million was spent in the state
building rural pipelines. Twenty-five
systems were either operational or under
construction.

But WEB is unique and immense. In
fact, it is the largest project of its kind in
the country. When completed, WEB will
serve 5,245 square miles, an area larger

•
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Peter Nielsen on the bank of the Clark Fork River
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Making a difference on the Clark Fork
In the early 1980s, boat owners

began to complain of scum on their hulls
and lakeshore residents were dismayed
by algae clinging to shoreline rocks.

Fishery biologists fretted over the
disappearance of Kokanee salmon from
once healthy, near-shore spawning areas.
And the water's crystalline blue hue had
gone green in some areas.

Just across the border, along the
Clark Fork River, Montana residents
were also growing restless. Beautiful '

, stretches of fish'. habitat produced too
few trout, and the increasing numbers of
recreational rafters commented on the
odd smell of the river and foam on its
surface.

In 1983, some Montanans got mili-
tant when the Champion International
papermill at Frenchtown, Mont., applied
for a permit that would have doubled the
amount of suspended solids and oxygen-
using waste pouring into the already-sick
Clark Fork.

Organized resistance to the paper-
mill's plans sprung into life on both
sides of the border, but especially around
Lake Pend Oreille. Several busloads of
people from Sandpoint trekked 200
miles to Missoula for a hearing on the
permit.

That was not really a surprise. In
1943, Sandpoint folks risked being
labeled unpatriotic to defend their lake

The Clark Fork Coalition has
combined individuals and

groups from Idaho, Montana,
and Washington in pursuit of
one goal: cleaning up the Clark

Fork River Basin' -
____ ....<by Dean Miller

SANDPOINT, Idaho - If water
quality is to the new West what water
quantity was to the old West, chances are
this generation of Westerners can give
the region's rivers and lakes back to their
kids in better shape than they got them.

Settlers were drawn here and to
other parts of the-West by promises of
cheap land, cheap water and cheap
power.

The latest wave of settlers is drawn
here by promises of wild surroundings,
clean water, and a quiet lifestyle. ,

This is Wallace Stegner's "native

home of hope," and the new West's
hopes are for an amorphous, drawling
good feeling, usually called "quality of
l!fe."

At least that's how it looks from the
shores of Idaho's Lake Pend Oreille.

This monster lake - the 16th
largest and fourth deepest in the United
States, other than the Great Lakes -
gets more than 90 percent of its annual
flow from the Clark Fork, one of the
most polluted rivers in the West.

In recent years, Lake Pend Oreille
has begun to show the effects of storing
water drained from a number of sewage
plants, a paper mill and the largest EPA
Superfund site in the country.

CLARK FORK RIVER LAKE PEND

\..

against a U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
plan.

The agency wanted to drastically
raise the level of the lake to store water
for electrical generation in Washington,
,where aluminum was being smelted for
war planes.

That time more than 600 people
turned out for a hearing on the proposal,
cheering and shouting as successive
speakers criticized the plan, demanding
the protection of the lake's existing
shoreline. The Corps backed down.

Champion spawned a coalition

Ffty-three years later, in 1984,
opponents to Champion's dumping plans
were both well organized and deter-
mined. Various groups had mobilized
technical expertise, diplomatic. skill and
public support to negotiate an agreement
that took the papermill from being the
top point-source of nutrient pollution,
discharging 325 pounds of phosphorous
into the Clark Fork per day, to the fourth
worst. Recent tests show the plant now
releases ISO pounds of phosphorous per
day.

At the same time, the permit oppo-
, nents organized the Clark Fork

(Continued on page 14)
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funds for the study, says Fish.
In the end", Sen. Max Baucus, D-

Mont, and Sen. Steve Symms, R-Idaho,
sponsored an amendment to the Clean
Water Act of 1987 that specifically
authorized funding for a basin-wide
water quality study.

By 1988, all three states' governors,
plus Rep. Pat Williams, D- Mont.; Rep.
Craig; and Sen. Brock Adams, D-Wash.,
won the release in May of 1988 of the
initial $300,000 for the study.

"It became kind of a real apple pie
kind of issue," Nielsen says. "When you
have a"lot of people calling for the same
thing, a lot of politicians will respond.
We got Steve Symms and Larry Craig
and Jim McClure lined up, signing let-
ters and claiming credit for it ... it
became a real safe environmental issue."

But the impetus came from the citi-
zens' coalition, said Mike Beckwith, a
limnologist with the Idaho Division of
Environment, who is coordinating much
of the research on Lake Pend Oreille.
- Beckwith thinks its success can and

will be emulated elsewhere.
"I think the Clark Fork Coalition

has been a classic example. You're going
to see more of that, on the Payette and in
the Lower Snake River Canyons, where
they're looking for minimum stream

ClarkFork. ••
flows. I think the potential is there along
any waterway."

The funding of the study isn't the
coalition's only success story. In 1988,
the coalition convinced the city of
Missoula to adopt a phosphate detergent
ban.

Sandpoint and the other smaller
cities around Lake Pend Oreille followed
suit early this year, alarming southern"
Idaho's phosphate mining' industry.

This summer, the coalition trained
citizens at Paradise, Mont., to negotiate a
monitoring plan for hazardous waste
treatment with Burlington Northern.

On the upper 120 miles of the Clark •
Fork River, the coalition has helped citi-
zens make sure EPA Superfund admirtis-
trators respond to community concerns.
Coalition staff members are also keeping
an eye on silver mining plans near the
Idaho border and new gold mining in the
headwaters.

Boiled down, the lessons the Clark
Fork Coalition has taught are: if you're
going to protect the purity of rivers and
lakes, you're going to have to. start
small, think big and win lots of friends
in low places.

The best low places are downstream
lakeshores and ri verbanks populated by
retirees, anglers and tourist trappers.

•

Nielsen has found, for instance, that
more than half the coalition's members
are retired and that their age and conser-
vative approach give the Coalition more
credibility with industry and the federal
and state bureaucracies.

Having succeeded thus far, the
coalition now faces its most difficult
task: winning support and acceptance for
environmental controls that will
inevitably be proposed based on the
results of the study.

"Some of these old-timers might not
take too kindly to people coming in and
telling them what to do," Nielsen says.
"It's always tougher when you start to
directly affect people's lifestyles or
livelihoods."

(Cont/nuedj'rom page 13)

Coalition, which consisted of a board of
directors, volunteer director Peter
Nielsen, and about 14 members.

Today, the Clark Fork Coalition has
close to 1,000 individual members and
100 organization and business members,
ranging from the 450-member Lake
Pend Oreille Idaho Club of anglers to
Stone Container, the current owner of
the paper mill at Frenchtown.

"What's amazing to me is not that a
citizens' group springs up. What's amaz-
ing to me is that it has staying power,"
said Phillip Wallin of River Network, in
Portland.

Wallin left the Trust for Public
Lands after 16 years on the staff to fonn
River Network, a three-person operation
that organizes and trains citizen groups
to protect their backyard rivers.

Wallin contends the strength of the
Clark Fork Coalition is not only that it
crosses arbitrary political boundaries to
deal with a three-state river basin, but
that it is also a repository of knowledge
on the river's ills.

"Peter Nielsen knows more about
the scene than the people he's watching,
and that makes the coalition .a strong
player," Wallin said.

Speaking at a water quality confer-
ence during the coalition's push for a
federal study of the river system, Ken
Lustig, an officer with the north. Idaho
Panhandle Health District, put it sim-
plest: "There is nothing that scares
bureaucrats more than an informed pub-
lic."

People like Wallin say they are
impressed by the coalition's ability to
attract members and supporters from
beyond the first wave ofIetter-writing
activists.

"We're really the only organization
that defines itself by the boundaries that
exist here. Everybody else is defined by
some arbitrary lines drawn on a map,"
Nielsen said.

Of all the federal agencies with
jurisdiction over the river and its banks,
only the Forest Service has a headquar-
ters office in river basin.

A major three-year, three-state, fed-
eral- and state-funded study of nutrient
pollution and other problems draws on
the EPA's regional offices in Denver and
Seattle; the environmental protection
agencies of Montana, Idaho and
Washington; parks departments and fish
and game departments from all three
states; and staff from the Helena and
Boise offices of the U.S. Geologic
Survey.

"That's why we exist, we have to
bind all these agencies .together," said
Nielsen:

An unconfirmable story is that in
1987, when the coalition was seeking
money for a three-state study of the
Clark Fork River, Lake Pend Oreille and
Pend Oreille River basin, the EPA had to
hire extra staff just .to answer letters
from coalition members and supporters.

The EPA was not the only agency
targeted by the coalition's campaigns to
win money for the study.

"Over the last two years, we must
have had about ISO letters," said David
Fish, secretary for Rep. Larry Craig, R-
Idaho. He said that's a remarkahle num-
ber, considering that Lake Pend Oreille
and the Pend Oreille River flow through
just one county of Idaho: Bonner
County, population 25,000.

"They were helpful because he took
a fistful of them up to Jim Miller," the
director of the Office of Management
and,Budget, who at one time held up the
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Clearcuts in Idaho

Idaho points the way to stream quality
Usually, Idaho leads only in
potato production. But for a
variety oj reasons, Idaho is the
first Western state to seriously
attempt to control nonpoint
source water pollution

~ -Dby Pat Ford

JOhn Osborn, Idaho's hardest
working conservation volunteer, had just
returned from the Little North Fork of
the Clearwater River.

"It's grim," he told me on the phone.
"There's a lot of new road in just the last
month, and sediment is pouring off the
Burlington Northern land."

The Little North Fork or the
Clearwater lies where Idaho's narrow
Panhandle begins its long bulge south,
This is steep, remote, forested country,
with north Idaho's best backcountry elk
hunting and, until recently, fine west
slope cutthroat trout fishing. Until
recently it had few roads - a measure,
here in Idaho's historic timber country,
of how remote it is.

Today it's changing fast, as the two
landowners build roads and cut timber.
The Clearwater National Forest does
most of the roading and Burlington
Northern most of the cutting. As part of
its Northwest-wide forestland liquida-
tion, BN is clearcutting its checkerboard
sections in the Little North Fork, making
the map pattern real on the ground.

Each time Osborn has visited over
the last two years, there are new roads,
newly shorn slopes, and more mud in the
streams. "The upper watershed is gone,"
he says. Sediment levels in stream bot-
tom gravels of the logged creeks are up
to 90 percent.

"The bigger tributaries in the middle
reach, the ones we're proposing for
wilderness, are what's left. And BN and
the forest both are going in there as soon
as they can."

About 350 miles squtheast as the
crow l1ies - twice that as the car drives
-lies the upper Blackfoot River.

"My dad ran sheep there when I was

a kid," says Jim Gabettas, who runs Ii
tackle shop in nearby Idaho Falls. "It
was an outstanding cutthroat stream in
the '40s and '50s." Then came overgraz-
ing and riparian al teration.

"Today it's just fair," he says.
"There aren't many around who know
what it used to be like."

The Blackfoot's headwaters. are on
public land near the Wyoming border,
but most of it winds through pasture and
meadow on ranches in the high, dry val-
ley above Blackfoot Reservoir.

"The meadows were tall grass and
willows, )Vith grass over the riverbanks,"
Gabettas remembers. "Then over time
the owners killed the willows to get
more open ground. Grazing beat down
the banks. Now the shade and cover are
gone, and sagebrush is taking over the
meadows. You've got a lot fewer and a
lot smaller fish."

River defenders speak up

To Idaho rivers with different
times, paces and agents of change. But
both still have fish, thus users, thus
lovers and defenders.

And, perhaps, a new hope for
defense. This July, Osborn and Gabettas
joined some 800 other Idahoans at eight
crowded public meetings around the
state, held to "solicit public input on
water quality." Osborn went to meetings
in Coeur d'Alene; Gabettas traveled 500
miles southeast to Idaho Falls.

At those meetings and by mail,
4,300 one-page forms nominating
streams for special water quality protec-
tions were submitted to the Idaho Water
Quality Bureau.

Gabettas handed in six, for the
upper Blackfoot River and its major trib-
utaries. Osborn nominated the upper

reaches and tributaries of the Little
North Fork of the Clearwater River.

. What they were doing depends on
your perspective. They were helping
launch one of the nation's first coherent
efforts to implement the Clean Water
Act's most difficult and oft-ignored sec-
tions - nonpoint pollution control and
anti-degradation.

They were also starting the action
phase of a landmark negotiated settle-

. ment among Idaho water users and pol-
luters.

But to their own thinking, they were

just continuing, intently and without illu-
sions, personal efforts to stop or slow the
decline of waters they care about.

This latest stage started on Sept. 7,
1988, when a crowd filled the office of
Idaho Gov. Cecil Andrus.

"This' is a great day for our state,"
he told the battery of cameras, tape
recorders and reporters. "We've proven
that Idahoans can sit down and reason
together without constant resort to
adversarial approaches. It's a model for
future cooperation."

(Conttnued on page 16)
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.I. I a 0... 4,300 were returned by the deadline a

month later.
Some played by the rules: Jim

Gabettas submitted six detailed forms,
one for each specified segment of the
upper Blackfoot and its tributaries.
Others simply nominated, for instance,
the whole Snake River Basin on one
form.

"Now 'the seven negotiators, four
federal and four state agencies, are sit-
ting down with those forms,", says
Whelan. "We bave to decide, by consen-
sus, which nominations to accept and
which not. Where we can't agree, we
turn the stream over to Gov. Andrus, and
he decides."

The industries and their agency
allies will seek to minimize segments of
concern, conservationists and their allies
to maximize, No one is predicting how
many are chosen or bucked to Andrus.
The goal is to fmish by December 1989.

For streams not made outstanding
resources or segments of concern, the
formal process and public role are put on
hold for two years, when the public
meetings recur, and people can promote
their streams again.

On paper, the waters of unchosen
streams must still be protected for exist-
ing uses. But realistically, the monitoring
required to make such judgments will
barely cover chosen streams.

"Any non-point control scheme,
much more than point source control,
rides on choices," says an EPA staffer.
"Idaho is choosing where to focus very
limited time and money." And people
may not yet realize where not to focus.

(Continuedfrompage 15)
Seven men and one woman stood,

not altogether comfortably, behind him
- leaders of tbe Idaho Mining
Association, Idaho Farm Bureau, Idaho
Forest Industry Council, Wilderness
Society, Idaho Conservation League,
Idaho Sportsmen's Coalition, and Nez-
perce Tribe.

Under Andrus' insistent aegis, they
had pieced together over five months a
l3-page agreement framing how non-
point pollution from logging, mining and
agriculture would be regulated in Idaho.

Those five months followed a six-
year treadmill, featuring several previous
negotiations ending in bitter collapse,
two gubernatorial vetoes of industry-
written legislation, typical start-stop-
switch-stall ballots by the Reagan-era
Environmental Protection Agency and
Idaho's Water Quality 'Bureau, and,
finally, an October 1987 federal lawsuit
by Idaho conservation groups to force
action.

Recounting it in detail would only
stir bad memories for those involved and
be utter Greek to all the others. It's a
standard tale of Rocky Mountain politics
and muddle in the 1980s.

Andrus' achievement, once the law-
.sui; forced him to move, was to get
something done. He put the regulators
on the sidelines and hired a professional
mediator. He told both sides that the first
group to walk .out or sabotage the talks
would find Cecil Andrus on the other
side from then on. And he wrote bimself
into the agreement as referee of future
disputes.

The agreement itself reflects both
the political landscape of Idaho and the
nature of nonpoint source pollution. It is
complicated, ambiguous, uneven, and
defers most tougb decisions. When
announcing it, neither Andrus nor the
negotiators explained its substance, and
both seemed relieved when no reporter
asked. I .

Now, a year later and with a million
dollars from the 1989 Legislature to
kick-start it, implementation has begun.

Water quality waS the issue

Turnout at the July public meet-
ings - step one of the pact - surprised
nearly everyone. Some 175 people
attended in Boise, about the same in
Coeur d' Alene, and even in tiny Challis
30 people showed up.

Will Whelan, lobbyist and water
specialist for the Idaho Conservation
League, says the turnout mirrors the
public mood.

"People care about water quality,"
he says. "And having a voice in deciding
what waters matter most is important to
them."

How muchof a voice varies. The
most protection the agreement affords is
for "outstanding resource waters." Once
a stream or lake is designated an out-
standing resource, essentially no water
quality degradation can occur.

The citizen role is traditional: peo-
ple or groups can petition to nominate a
stream, and must then lobby the Idaho
Legislature to grant the designation.

Industry negotiators insisted on
leaving it to the Legislature to create
outstanding resource waters. It means
few will be created for at least the near
future.

Most action will occur at the next
level - "stream segments of concern"
- where nonpoint polluting activities
threaten instream values, like fishing or
recreation. Nomination forms were

Attention will be paid

The Little North Fork Clearwater
will probably get some of that attention.
Its roadless portion drains the proposed
Mallard-Larkins Wilderness, Idaho's ~
biggest flashpoint between loggers and
conservationists. Its classic west slope
cutthroat trout fishery is suffering from
sedimentation. Its checkerboard private
land is being almost completely c1earcut
as part of Burlington Northern's contro-
versialliquidation.

John Osborn, among otbers, made
sure it got a lot of nominations.

If it is chosen as a stream segment
of concern; sometime early next year, a
Little North Fork local working commit-
tee - named by the state working
group, representing all the stream's users.
and landowners - will begin meeting.

As Whelan explains, "The Little
, North Fork committee will establish a
water quality goal for the stream - no

, degradation.. degradation to a specified
level, or some mix - and for any desig-
nated tributaries. It will then develop
site-specific best management practices
for the stream, and decide where they
apply. It will monitor their application as
roads are built or timber cut, and change
them if instream monitoring shows they
aren't meeting the goal."

In other words, the Little Nonh Fork
committee, and its fellows on other
streams in Idaho's timber country, will
do the real, tough, long work. It will
operate by consensus, with unresolved
disputes kicked up to the governor.

Will there be disputes? Joe Hinson
of the Idaho Forest Industry Council
says, "I think things .wjll go pretty
smoothly out on the ground. Plum Creek
(BN's timber arm) wants to protect water
quality. We'll have to deal with some
public confusion that the segment of
concern designation is a preservation
device."

That's not true, he says.
"Designation carries a presumption that

'-"_caT

lion. It flows largely through private
land. There is no dramatic controversy,
just slow decline. Its friends are few. If
the Blackfoot makes it as a stream seg-
ment of concern, it will do so just barely.

Gabettas has a modest goal: "My
hope, if we get the designation, is to set
up good monitoring, aud nail down the
status and problems. Moving from there
to do something about it - well, that
will be hard."

It will be hard because, for streams
affected by agriculture, the agreement
resembles the Cheshire Cat. The only
requirement for an ag-impacted segment
of concern is that the local Soil
Conservation District assess its water
quality.

Projects to do something can be
developed, but landowner participation
is voluntary. The agency and industry
presumption is that local working com-
mittees will not form on streams affected
by agriculture.

Agriculture's soft duty reflects
ture on the Upper Blackfoot River. The Idaho's politics - farming and ranching
river needs restoration, not just protec- is industry number one - as well as the~_ .•.•} •.
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timber activities will occur."
John Osborn says, "If I'm on that

committee, my mind will be on halting
logging on those damaged checkerboard
ownerships. The feeder streams are load-
ed with sediment. Our only hope is log-
ging and road reductions. The committee
must be prepared to protect what's left
- if any is by the time they stan meet-
ing:'

The Little North Fork does have one
thing many segments of concern will
not: established instream monitoring. B-
N's clearcutting led Idaho's' Water
Quality Bureau to begin measuring both
logged and pristine feeder streams two
years ago. That data will give the river's
working committee a big jump on the
many others responsible for. unmonitored
streams.

Upper Blackfoot needs help

Jim ~abettas has a different crea-
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conservation community's deliberate
decision in the negotiations to use their
chits on timber.

Agriculture is Idaho's major non-
point polluter by far, but that very scale,
and the thousands of operators involved,
discourage any reform efforts at all.

Another problem is that few people
recall when the streams and rivers of tbe
Snake River Plain were anything but
degraded. The agreement treats mining
about the same as agriculture, due in part
.to the relatively better shape of Idaho's
. dredge and surface mining laws after a
grassroots campaign in the mid-I980s.

'On the Blackfoot and similar
streams, fishermen are considering form-
ing .their own, unofficial working com-
mittees, as a way to foster publicity and
public awareness.

"I don't have a lot of hope this pro-
cess can turn ag degradation around,"
Gabettas concludes. "But if it can
increase people's attention to the river,
that's a step."

Idaho takes the lead

It seems odd that this halting,
imperfect agreement puts Idaho on the
leading edge of nonpoint pollution regu-
lation in the West. But that is what an
EPA staffer says has happened.

"Apple pie policy but not much on
the ground is the tradition in nonpoint,"
says one. "Idaho is leading not so much
in what it's doing, but the fact that it's
doing something."

For this federal regulator, Idaho's
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imperfect progress seems a big step.
After decades of no non point regulation,
Western states moved first to best man-
agement practices - usually general,
weak, ill-enforced prescriptive guide-
lines applied to each industry.

Only lately have conservationists
and fishermen, aimed with the Clean
Water Act, begun insisting that specific
.instream criteria, such as sediment, 'and
comprehensive monitoring, drive 000-

point regulation.
They are also insisting that high-

quality waters remain undegraded, and
that degraded waters get cleaned up.

How is the practical question, and
Idaho will be among the first states to try
to define numerical yardsticks for health
and harm on not just one stream, but for
an entire state. Nor can cboices be evad-

ed. All streams can't be monitored, all
pristine waters preserved, all' degraded
waters cleaned up or all polluting uses
treated the same. .

A relative handful of Idaho conser-
vationists made a big choice right out of
the box - that timber streams would get
the real attention and most of the money
from this agreement. Now a larger but
still modest number will make the next
tier of choices. At each tier, losers -
streams and users - will outnumber
winners .

No wonder Gabeuas and Osborn are
wary about results.

•

Glen Canyon bridge and dam, Page, Arizona

The Grand Canyon is just another turbine
The Colorado River through the
Grand Canyon rises and falls in
lockstep with the West's demand
for electric power. Now environ-

mentalists are asking federal
power authorities to let the river

off its very short leash
___ .lJby Dennis Brownridge

and Steve Hinchman

Ew structures heat up environ-
mental emotions as much as Arizona's
Glen Canyon Dam, a wound in the flesh
of conservationists since it was complet-
ed in 1963.

Most. of their ire has focused on the
dam's upstream impacts - the drowning
of Glen Canyon's haunting redrock wal)s
under Lake Powell. But over the years,
the focus has shifted to the dam's ongo-
ing downstream impacts - the sconring
of the Colorado River through Grand
Canyon National Park.

For the last 15 years, river runners,
environmentalists and lovers of the
Grand Canyoo have vainly sought an
environmental impactstudy on the
dam's operation.

They charge that daily tides created
by the dam are wreaking havoc on the
park below: ernding beaches and banks,
stranding boaters, cutting endangered
fish off from spawning zones and forev-
er altering the canyon's riparian ecosys-
tem.

For 15 years, the federal agencies
that manage the dam :c- the Bureau of
Reclamation (Department of Interior)
and the Western Area Power
Administration (Department of Energy)

- have refused to deal with those
impacts, arguing that their job is to pro-
duce kilowatt-hours, not save beaches.

Supported by a consortium of uti' i-
ties that use the dam's power, the federal
agencies have blocked every move envi-
ronmentalists and others made to gain a
voice in Glen Canyon Dam's operation.

But-last summer the feds broke.
Faced with evidence of severe environ-
mental degradation, mounting public
pressure both in the U.S. and worldwide,
and concerted lobbying from Congress,
Interior Secretary Manuel Lujan on July
17 ordered BuRec officials to begin an
EIS on how dam operations affect the
canyon.

Two months later, on Sept. 29, the
environmentalists scored an even bigger
victory. Utah Federal District Judge J.
Thomas Greene ruled against the
,Western Area Power Administration in a
lawsuit filed by the National Wildlife
Federation, Grand Canyon Trust and
rafting groups.

Greene found that WAPA's sales of
Glen Canyon dam power had clearly
caused "irreparable injury" to the Grand
Canyon river corridor. He revoked sever-
al recent WAPA power contracts and
told the agency to write a second EIS on
how its power sales affectthe canyon.

Beginning of the battle

Lese first official recognitions
that Glen Canyon Dam has and contin-
ues to harm the Grand Canyon environ-
ment add up to a major victory for envi-
ronmentalists. But it is just the first
round in what may tum out to be one of

. the biggest environmental battles of the
next decade.

"The Glen Canyon EIS is the most
important EIS the Bureau has ever pre-
pared," says Rep. George Miller, D-
Calif., who oversees both BuRec and
WAPA as chair of the House Interior
Committee's Subcommittee on Energy
and the Environment.

Miller calls the Grand Canyon one
of the most treasured natural landmarks
in the United States, if not the world. He
says the studies are an important prece-
dent.

"It is not the first hydroelectric. dam
to be challenged on environmental
grounds," Miller says. "Action was
taken to restore salmon on the Columbia
River after it became clear that dams on·
that river were having a devastating
effect on fish survival. But it sets a
precedent for going back and re-thinking
a dam 'project."

It will be a high profile investiga-
tion. Putting the canyon environment on
par or even above power production

(Continued onpage 18)
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when to turn the dams on and off, based
on regional power needs.

However, most of the revenue from
Glen Canyon's turbines does not accrue
to the federal treasury. Instead it is
passed on to public utilities in the form
of power rates that, at I cent per kilowatt
hour, are among the cheapest in the
nation.

Those utilities, known as the
Colorado River Electric Distributors
Association, or CREDA, serve an esti-
mated one million retailcustomers in six
states: Colorado, Wyoming, New

A dory in the inner gorge of the Grand canyon
four congressional subcommittees are
also watching.

It is not a simple issue. Glen
Canyon is the .key dam in the Colorado
River Storage Project a series of water
storage and hydroelectric projects in the
Colorado River Basin, which include
Flaming Gorge Dam on the Green River
in Utah and the three dams of the
Curecanti unit on the Gunnison River in
Colorado.

The project's primary purpose as
mandated by Congress in 1956 is to
store Colorado River water for allocation

Grand
Cany.=o-=..:n::....:.:....:.~.
(ConUnuedfrom page 17)
would mean a fundamental change in the
way rivers are managed in the West.

Every major environmental organi-
zation has targeted the Glen Canyon
Darn as a key issue. The National Park
Service, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
the National Academy of Sciences and

among all the basin states. But Congress
also told the Bureau of Reclamation to
"produce the greatest amount of power
and energy that can be sold at fi~m
power and energy rates."

BuRec has done that. Glen
Canyon's eight turbines have a com-
bined capacity of 1,300 megawatts,
which make up more than 10 percent of
WAPA's power supply. -

BuRec built and runs the Colorado
.River darns, WAPA serves as the power
broker for the 50 federal hydroelectric
projects in the West and tells BuRec

, :
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third of a cup of mud. The reddish silt
and clay gave the river its name - EI
Rio Colorado, the red-colored river.
Sixty million tons of it were carried
down the river each year, replenishing
the beaches scoured away by annual
floods.

Now that sediment settles behind
the dam. Veteran river runners say
beaches have shrunk noticeably, espe-
cially in narrow stretches like Marble
Gorge and Granite Gorge, where they
were always scarce.

"Our primary concern is the erosion
of the beaches, because it's irreversible,"
says Elliott. "It's getting so there aren't
enough quality campsites to go around."

Despite several years of study, sedi-
ment transport through the canyon
remains poorly understood. But some
hydrologists think the beaches would
eventually stabilize if it weren't for the
large daily fluctuations. They are partic-
ularly concerned about the rapid ramp-
ing rate, (he .speed at which the river is
raised and lowered.

'The dam's effectson the river's sed-
iment load and water quality are so thor-
ough - filtering out sediments, sus-
pended solids and nutrients - that 300
miles downstream Nevada has had to
begin fertilizing Lake Mead to keep its
trophy sport fishery alive.

The dam has also had enormous
impacts on vegetation and wildlife.
Spared the annual floods, new vegetation
has 'taken hold pn the river banks. Some
species, like the introduced tamarisk,
now dominate, and are pushing out the
native plants.

While some regard the "tamrnies" as
buggy pests, they have also attracted five
times more birds than used to live in the
canyon.

The dam's clear, cold waters have
spawned a fabulous rainbow trout fish-
ery, but simultaneously extirpated half of
the eight fish species native to the
canyon and reduced the "rest to endan-
gered or threatened status. The rapid
fluctuations have also been known to cut
off the remaining native fish from

(Continued on page 20)
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»: Colorado in the canyon today is very dif-
ferent from the virgin stream. The dam
replaced the great spring floods and low
summer flows with daily tides that ebb
and flood as the generators follow hourly
demands for electricity, '

In narrow stretches, the river 'can
rise and fall as much as 13 feet in a day.

"Tbe river's being operated like a
flush toilet," says Dan Dagget, conserva-
tion chair of the Sierra Club's northern
Arizona group.

Rafters say the unnatural fluctua-
tions are damaging the canyon environ-
ment and degrading visitor's experience.

"At some rapids, when the flow is
low, boatmen have to ~p and wait until
higher flows come along," says Rob
Elliott, vice president of Western River
Guides Association, who has been run-
ning the river since 1965.

The old Colorado was the nation's
muddiest river: "Too thin to plow and
too thick to drink," as the saying went.

•• , Hoover
• Dam•

C A'. •
Mexico, Arizona, Utah and parts of
Nevada. David Conrad, a water special-
ist with the National Wildfife Federation,.
says cities and counties with CREDA
power pay about one-fourth of market .
prices.

CREDA depends heavily on that
subsidy, and WAPA.and the utilities have
found ways to increase Its dollar value.
For the first decade or so of production
WAPA marketed the power as baseload
supply - around-the-clock electric gen-'
eration - and the river flowed relatively
smoothly.

But over the last 15 years, WAPA
has increasingly used the dam for peak-
ing power - generation when electricity
is at its highest demand and highest cost
- which sends the river downstream in
pulses that chew up the environment but
save the utilities tens of thousands of
dollars. f

Despite environmental concerns,
BuRec, WAPA and CREDA continue to
increase the economic value of the 25-
year-old dam's hydropower operations.

In the early 1980s, BuRec re-

••
~ .._ ..-- ..-.._ ..
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ARIZONA

-wrapped Glen Canyon's turbines,
increasing its peaking power capacity by

• 16 percent; and over the last few years
WAPA has begun to blend its power with

, other federal hydroelectric dams and'
non-federal power plants to increase the

, peaking 'power available to CREDA cus-
tomers (see accompanying story).

,River pays the price

Le gradual integration of Glen
Canyon Dam into the West's energy
machine has sparked a growing move-
ment to save the river corridor down-
stream. Balanced against the view of the
dam as a power station and cash register,
is the overpowering experience.of the
Grand Canyon.
. The Grand Can yon is regarded as

one of the world's premier whitewater
runs. It winds 240 miles through the
longest de facto wilderness in the con-
tiguous states.

Recreational rive! running was born
there, half a century ago. But the,
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spawning areas in warm side canyons.

"The river is so artificial now, I
don't think we can ever really restore the
native fish," laments Daggett

The impacts to recreation, however,
are a mixed bag. In summer, the natural
river was warm enough to swim or pad-
dle across on an air mattress. Now the
water comes out of the depths of the
reservoir at a frigid 45 degrees. Boaters
who fall in are as likely to die of
hypothennia as from drowning, and sev-
eral do each year.

Cross-canyon foot travel has been
effectively banned (except at Phantom
Ranch, where there is a bridge).
Nevertheless, most summer rafters say
they like the cold water, which "air con-
ditions" the hot canyon floor and lets
them chill their drinks.

"We've improved the recreationist's
opportunity," contends Lloyd Greiner,
WAPA's area manager. "Priorto 1963,
only a thousand people had gone down
than canyon. Now 15,000 to 20,000 go
down every year. They would not be
going down there without that dam."

He says the clear, cold water has
made the river more attractive, and the
dam has lengthened the rafting season by
eliminating dangerous spring floods and
providing higher summer flows.

"That's baloney," responds Elliott.
"In the late 1960s river running was
exploding allover the West We could
have run trips [on the virgin river] all
year. We'd just use different equipment,
a different style in different seasons.
We'd use pig motor boats in the spring
and small oar-powered boats in the late
season."

Fluctuations In Colorado River flows make campIng unpredictable

Lloyd Greiner says, "We don't think bles - you've got to consider in the
it has been substantiated that daily flue- equation. After all, this is the Grand
tuations are having an adverse effect on Canyon."
the canyon."

WAPA estimates that power rev-
enues from the dam total about $80 mil-
lion and officials say increasing mini-
mum flows to 5,000 cis would cost their
customers $5 million a year. The park's
20 commercial river companies gross
about $15 million.

Environmentalists contest WAPA's
figures and say the impact on individual
customers would be small in any case.

"Nobody really. knows the value of
the dam's power, since it's usually mixed
with other sources," says Birnbaum.
"But there are other values - intangi-

gate waste of both water and power,"
says Bob Witzeman, conservation chair
of the Maricopa Audubon Society in
Phoenix.

In addition to consuming some 85
percent of the West's water, farmers use
prodigious quantities of electricity to
pump that water onto their fields
(although agriculture accounts for only a
-small fraction of total electricity use in
the region).

WilZeman adds that 68 percent of
western farmlands are used to grow sur-
plus crops heavily subsidized by taxpay-
ers. He cites the case of Arizona, where
the dominant crop is COlton.

"The 2,000 farmers In Arizona have
an average net income of $205',000 a

A destructive, outdated mission

rre dam's critics note that the
Bureau of Reclamation, WAPA and the
Colorado River dams were authorized by
Congress to attract settlers to the West
by supplying plentiful irrigation water
and, later, cheap electricity.

Now, they say. that mission is out-
dated and continued federal subsidies are
fueling the destruction of the regi~n's
scarce resources.

"Reclamation encourages the profli-

Living with the dam

EnvirOnmentalists concede that
many of the dam's impacts can't be
changed and that some may be perceived
as desirable. But they want to minimize
the negative effects. '

"Nobody's talking about removing
the dam," says Liz Birnbaum, a lawer
with the .National Wildlife Federation.
"The issue is, should we operate it solely
for a relatively small group of people
who use the power, or for the interna-
tional resource which is the Grand
Canyon?"

Ed Norton, president of the Grand
Canyon .Trust, a regional conservation
organization, adds, ''The 1968 Colorado
River Basin Act makes it very clear that
other priorities - recreation, fish and
wildlife - are at least equal to
hydropower."

The groups want to see higher mini-
mum flows, with the flow regimen
smoothed out to let the river regain its
balance. While the environmental impact
studies are being prepared, the National
Park Service has called for interim mini-
mum flows of at least 5,000 cubic feel of
water per second.

Environmentalists would prefer an
8,000 cfs minimum and rafting conces-
sionaires say they would like to see
steady daily flows, which in most
months would be even higher. Current
minimum flows are 3,000 cfs in the sum-
mer and 1,000 cis in the winter.

Recenlly, Bureau of Reclamation
officials have kept quiet on the minimum
flow and fluctuation issue, instead letting
WAPA fight the batlle. WAPA contends,
categorically, that power production
comes first and resists changing opera-
tions.

I \ I
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ye:ar."he says. "It's welfare for the rich."
Cotton farmers respond that without

access to cheap water and power they
might be forced out of business.

The next stage in the battle over
Glen Canyon Dam is the two environ-
mental impact statements. The two docu-
ments will be coordinated but written
separately, and most likely will be highly
complex and hundreds of pages thick.
Most observers expect the process to

take at least fi ve years.
BuRec, however, is only allotting

two years for its EIS. Steve Robinson,
who is BuRec's project director, says
Interior Secretary Lujan asked the agen-
cy to complete the EIS as quickly as
legally possible. Robinson says he will
hold scoping meetings next January and
hopes to have a draft statement ready by
1991.

"That's an ambitious schedule,"
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says Robinson, but he notes BuRec "and the effect power sales from those·
already has seven years of data accumu- dams have on endangered fish and the
lated from the Glen Canyon environment.
Environmental Studies - the $7 million Scoping sessions are planned to start
study project that led to Lujan's decision next February, but Maxey Says he doubts
to write an EIS. he will be able to keep pace with BuRec.

The WAPA EIS will be directed by
Ken Maxey, deputy area manager in the •
agency's Salt Lake City office, and will
be wider in scope, looking at all
Colorado River Storage Project dams

N
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Water Conservancy District
Colorado

Trying to keep that old-time faith
The Northern Colorado Water

Conservancy District has already'
built two major water projects,
Now it wants to build a third.
, ...,n, "". J.. • -i \e_

___ -lJb.y Florence Williams

In 1871, settlers on Colorado's
semi-arid plains violated the ancient
laws of water allotment practiced in the
East: They dug a canal diverting water
from the Cache la Poudre River near
Greeley to irrigate land not contiguous to
the stream.

Two years later, settlers in Fort
Collins, 25 miles upriver, did the same.
There was enough water for everyone
until the dry year of 1875. Out of the
fierce battle that ensued was born a new,
Western law, based loosely on early
California mining rights. It was called
the doctrine of prior appropriation.

Fifty years later, farmers in the
Cache la Poudre basin made history
again by forming the state's first water
conservancy district.

Created in the wake of the Dust
Bowl and in an era of New Deal
largesse, the district brought local farm-
ers together to plan a major water project
called the Colorado-Big Thompson.

In close partnership with the U.S.
Bureau of Reclamation, the Northern
Colorado Water Conservancy District,
known simply as "Northern," collected
taxes on 1.5 million acres of property
and built the colossal trans mountain
diversion project. The district became a
model for hundreds of rural water-devel-
oping entities allover the West.

Although once steeped in New Deal
and Jeffersonian principles, Northern
and other water districts like it now cater
mostly to large-farm interests.

Keeping the rhetoric of the past·
alive, the districts still propose huge pro-

jects, they still act mostly on behalf of
agriculture, and they still de water
streams with little concern for fish and
wildlife.

But somewhere between the Dust
Bowl and the Reagan era, the federal
largesse faded, as did the dominance of
irrigated farming in the West's economy.

As a result, the West's conservancy
districts face an assault from two fronts.
Urban dwellers, outdoor enthusiasts and
environmentalists attack what they per-
ceive to be archaic values controlling the
water of the rural West.

On the state level, the self-govern-
ing districts are losing some of their
credibility among legislators, auditors
and constitutional lawyers. The very
states that created the districts have
begun to question their relevance in a
changing West.

But as outsiders cast a critical
glance, the districts march on, unwaver-
ing. Northern has returned to the life-
spring of its origins, the Cache la Poudre
River, to propose a controversial storage
project.

Other large districts, such as the Salt
Lake Conservancy District in Utah and
the Central Arizonal Conservanc y
District, wield enormous power by con-
trolling vast amounts of land and public
funds. .,

The West's smaller, more numerous
districts, operating largely in the shad-
ows of the rural landscape, function
mostly as water development lobbyists,
kept alive year after year with the
income from the property taxes they
levy.

Opponents to districts throughout
the West find themselves battling an
institutional fortress.

Districtshave immense powers

he 1937 state act that created
Northern and its offspring gave them
immense powers: for the delivery of
water, they may tax all the property
within their boundaries; condemn or pur-
chase any property, .possession or water
right; acquire, construct and control any
facility; fix water rates; enter into con-
tracts with the federal government and
assume bonded indebtedness.

A conservancy district (there are 49
in Colorado alone) begins life like any
other "special" district.

A group of citizens who want some-
thing"':'" a cemetery, golf course or
mosquito control - sends around a peti-
tion, obtains a few signatures, and with
approval from a county judge, starts col-
lecting taxes. The group's board of
directors is normally subject to a popular
election.

But in Colorado and several other
Western states, a water conservancy dis-
trict, unlike any other special district,
does not have elected trustees; rather, a
local judge appoints a board, usually
made up of irrigating farmers whom he
or she believes possess singular knowl-
edge of the complexities of water.

Depending on your point of view,
the result of this system has .been a
closed, entrenched regime, or one that is
stable and experienced. For example,
although they need reappointment every
four years, Northern's current trustees
have served the board an average of 17.8
years. Their agenda has changed little
since 1937.

That agenda is the construction of
one large project followed by the con-
struction <if another. After building the
Colorado-Big Thompson diversion,
Northern's board members created a
municipal subdivision in 1973 to build
the Windy Gap project supplying water
to the cities of the north Front Range.

The rural district saw the urban pro-
ject as a way to defend the irrigation
water in the Colorado-Big Thompson
system. Conceived when the Front
Range was rapidly growing, Windy Gap

was intended to prevent cities in the dis-
trict from buying up irrigation water ..

But the explosive urban growth that
Northern predicted failed to appear. Six
years prior to construction of the Windy
Gap project in 1981, three of the six
cities in the district started to pull out.

Fort Collins sold its entire
allotment, and Loveland and Estes Park
half of theirs; the buyer was the Platte
River Power Authority. In the last two
years, Estes Park has sold most of its
remaining allotment to a Denver real
estate developer.

Two months ago, Greeley also
threw in the towel, selling almost a quar-
ter of its Windy Gap water to a Denver
suburb, Broomfield.

Monte Vavra, a finance officer for
the city of Estes Park, said the unused
water was too expensive to keep.
Although Estes Park agreed in the 1970s
to buy 4,000 acre-feet from the project,
the city now finds it needs only about
300 acre-feet of Windy Gap water, said
Vavra.

Fortunately for the cities of the dis-
trict, the impending veto of the Two
Forks dam is already creating a small
market among Denver suburbs for the
unused Windy Gap water.

The district originally planned to
deliver 48,000 acre-feet of water annual-
ly to the cities. Today Windy Gap deliv-
ers only 5,000 acre-feet, less than one-
eighth of its potential. Northern's munic-
ipal subdistrict now faces a debt exceed-
ing $112 million.

Yet anothermega-project

So when Northern proposed yet
another mega-project to secure water for
its farmers, this time on the Cache La
Poudre River, it raised some eyebrows.

"The Poudre project is a joke," said
Dan Luecke, a senior scientist with the
Environmental Defense Fund in Boulder,
Colo. "It's so expensive, and it's not nec-
essary."

But Northern's public information
officer, Brian Werner, said that even with
extra Windy Gap water, the farmers will

(Conltnued on page 22)
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(Contlnuedfrom page 21) water to Denver rather than face the

prospect of a decade without a project,
speculated Len Loomans, president of
Friends of the Poudre. 'They really want
to build," said Loornans. "It justifies
their existence."

Loomans would like to see
Northern's inbred management infused
with some new blood Because his orga-
nization's views were not represented on
Nonhern's board, Loomans protested the
recent reappointment of a trustee mem-
ber in favor of an experienced, environ-
mental candidate. But Northern, said
Loomans, was not ready to hear its con-
stituents.

Such controversies over values and
fair representation are not unique to
Northern. Jeanne Englert, a self-pro-
claimed populist haranguer, has been
contesting conservancy districts through-
out Colorado for the past six years.

.Englert, who is not a farmer, said
she resents doling out tax money for
water projects on rivers she wants to see
spared. Englert and' her lawyers assert
that because she cannot elect her dis-
trict's officials, taxation is unjust and
possibly unconstitutional.

Last year, Englert drafted a proposal
to the Colorado legislature asking that all
special districts be treated equally, with
elected rather than appointed officials.
Elections, she said, would challenge the
power of an irrigating elite making deci-
sions for the non-fanning majority. Said
'Englert: "The real people have no
voice."

Colorado legislators, however,
voted the proposal down. They may
hope to avoid what happened in South
Dakota in 1976, when fanners and other
citizens who opposed the Oahe Irrigation
Project managed to elect a majority of
the Oahe Conservancy Subdistrict
(HCN, 9(26/88).

The new board promptly held seven
public meetings on the Oahe project,
accumulated a mass of testimony against
it, and asked the Carter administration
and Congress to suspend funding.

Colorado's district board members
especially fear democracy when it
arrives in the shape of environmental-
ism.

Said alfalfa fanner Don Schwindt,

/

come up snort 10 a major, I -in-25 year
drought.

Besides, Nonhem would like to get
to the Poudre ahead of the Denver Water
Board, especially with the likely demise
of Two Forks.

Said Northern's project engineer
Karl Dreher: "Because of our water
laws, if we don't use the water, down-
.stream users will eventually calion it.
We know the water is there today, and
we don't know it's there for the future."

The proposal includes a 400 foot-
high, 200,000 acre-foot storage facility
that would inundate over seven miles of
the river and part of a popular hiking
trail, flood 33 private homes, and require
the relocation of part of a highway.

Group fights a dam

FiendS of the Poudre, a local
group fighting the district, worries that
the dam would mar the only river in
Colorado that has received protection
under the national Wild and Scenic
Rivers Act.

The group's founder, Gary Kimsey,
says the Poudre project would destroy a
wild trout area and, like the proposed
Two Forks dam, affect whooping crane
habitat on the Platte in Nebraska.

Because conservancy districts oper-
ate with so little involvement from the
public, said Kimsey, environmental con-
cerns such as these are rarely a manage-
ment priority.

So far, Friends of the Poudre is
fighting a lonely battle. The national
environmental groups that opposed Two
Forks find it hard to lake Northern's pro-
posal seriously because of its expense.

Estimated at over $6,000 an acre-
foot, Poudre water would cost even more
than water from Two Forks. Nonhem's
own officials doubt that they will be able
to fund the project without substantial
help from a local city. Not surprisingly,, .
no cities have corne forward.

The district might have to tum to its
arch competitor, Denver, for help.
"We're realists," said Werner. "We don't
want to supply Denver, but Denver has a

trustee of the Animas-La Plata
Conservancy District: "I can respect
people who say the election process is
the way to go, but I don't think it's a
good idea. It would be possible for the
environmental community to stack some
boards with anti-water development peo-
ple, and that could hinder the workings
of development"

What Schwindt considers a. hin-
drance, others call fair dialogue. "The
politics of water are changing fast,"
noted Carolyn Johnson, a Denver water
consultant currently working for the
Friends of the Earth Foundation.

"The districts have different con-
stituencies now - we're talking urban-
ized cities - with different needs and
desires."

How should districts be run?

JOhnson emphasized, however,
that elections alone are not necessarily
the answer. For example, in New
Mexico, a state that modified its law in
1976 to allow the election of conservan-
cy board members, things have not
improved.

"I thought this was the greatest.
thing," said Tim DeYoung, a public
administration professor and water poli-
cy analyst at the University of New
Mexico. "But ever since 1976 the con-
servancy districts have gone to hell.
They're rife with controversy, bribery,
lawsuits, corruption. Democracy is the
worst thing that ever happened to the
districts here," he said. "Before it was
inequitable, but at least they did their
work."

DeYoung said New Mexico's
Department of Finance and Management
is now cracking down on the districts by
auditing tbeir budgets.

Corruption plagues many districts.,
whether managers are elected or not, In
Utah, state legislators received so many
complaints last year about the Salt Lake
Water Conservancy District that they
ordered an investigation of finances and
hiring practices.

What they found was a list of abuses
so long thatthey passed a bill terminat-
ing all districts' autonomy, reverting
their management to state and city
authorities.

l

"We found massive misuse of public
funds," said a source working on the
investigation who wished to remain
unidentified. He cited instances of
bribery, favoritism, overstuffed salaries
and facilities and violations of affirma-
tive action.

''The chief issue was unaccountabil-
ity," said the legislative source.
"Conservancy districts are a layer of
government virtually unknown. They
have the same powers as cities, but
they're not even listed in the blue
pages."

Utah is holding off on the termina-
tion bill until the task force looks into
other options, he said, noting that the
districts will be "very hard to disman-
tle." Utah's districts will probably be
reorganized in such a way that they will
have to answer to more constituents,
maybe through being absorbed into a
more traditional form of government, he
said.

Similar investigations are under way
in Colorado. The state auditor general
has made a report of outstanding debt
accrued by special districts. Further
scrutiny will probably follow, said state
accountant Holly Bostick.

Inevitably, Western water conser-
vancy districts may be dismantled alto-
gether, said Luecke of the Environmen-
tal Defense Fund. "They have run out of
good projects, good will and federal
money," he observed. ''They're in trou-
ble."

Will this century's Cache La Poudre
battle unearth a whole new water doc-
trine? Probably not, But the pioneers of
1875 stand newly challenged.
Agriculture, once the dominant economy
in the West, now trails behind services,
manufacturing and tourism in Colorado's
gross product.

Water users and the 'tax payers sup-
porting them no longer live in purely
agricultural communities, and the bodies
set up to govern the water may no longer
serve the best interests of the. public.
Western water conservancy districts,
long sheltered from public debate, have
finally entered the fray.

•
This article includes reporting by

Carol Jones.
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turns a corner

An early plea for water conservation inDenver.

The doctrine ofprior
appropriation remains a

cornerstone of Western water
law, ·but it is no longer the only

cornerstone
,.

____ -lJby Dyan Zaslowsky

W hen the fountain in the
lobby of the Denver Water Department
is operating, people must talk above the
sound of falling water. Sheets of water
spill over the sides of a square platform

and land with a loud slap in a shallow
pool below. The water is pumped,
unseen, back up the platform to drop
again into the pool.

Mechanically impressive, undeviat-
ing, and capable of drowning the words
of those nearby, this handsome monu-
ment to the marvels of engineered water
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illustrates some institutional traits of the
1";lOO-employee Denver Water
Department and the five-member Board
of Water Commissioners that directs it.

Together, they have won both praise
and condemnation for their determina-
tion to make water flow where it would
not naturally go.

Two Forks Dam is the latest, largest
expression of that determination. One of
the most controversial projects ever pro-
posed in the state, Two Forks would cap-
ture water flowing down Colorado's
Western Slope and pipe it under the
Continental Divide to be stored in a
giant one million acre-foot reservoir on
the South Platte River just upstream of
Denver.

To satisfy federal requirements the
board spent eight years and $40 million
studying the dam's feasibility and envi-
ronmental impacts. But the board always
expressed the conviction, despite grow-
ing public opposition, that Two Forks
would be built.

This is the way Colorado water pro-
jects had always worked, and none had
made them work this way as successful-
ly as the Denver Water Board had.

Then, in spring 1989, the head of
the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, William K. Reilly, did the
unthinkable. He set in motion the pro-
cess to veto the proposed $1 billion, 600-
foot-high dam.

In the wake of the resulting storm,
Reilly appointed Lee A. DeHihns to
study Two Forks. On Aug. 29, DeHihns
reached the same conclusion, and
announced that he was recommending
that BPA veto the dam because of unac-
ceptable environmental impacts. ,

More at stake than a dam

'1> --

Now, months later, it has
become clear that Reilly and DeHihns
did more than doom a dam. They also
undermined the Denver Water Board
and other water authorities by using fed-
eral environmental laws to supersede the
prior appropriation doctrine.

The prior appropriation doctrine is
the region's unique water law (see
accompanying story), which, until now,
has been the single most powerful deter-
minant of the order and pace of western
development. It has also been the water
board's most powerful legal tool in its
endless drive to acquire water for
Denver.

Malcolm M. Murray, first vice-pres-
ident of the Denver Water Board,
bemoaned the failure of the prior appro-
priation doctrine at the Gunnison Water
Conference in Colorado last summer.
Board members, he said, "no longer
have a reasonable atmosphere in which
to plan for future water supplies."

Denver' Water Board President
Hubert A. Farbes Jr. concurs. "What we
have here is a conflict between two sys-
tems, one based on a federal mandate,
the other on a vested property right
under the prior appropriation doctrine.
The prior appropriation doctrine is truly
in jeopardy. Our own system is destabi-
lized."

Implicit in the board members'
claims is the threat that if the prior
appropriation doctrine is no longer
working for Denver, then it is also in
jeopardy throughout the West. It is a call
to arms reminiscent of Western water
developers' outrage at President Jimmy
Carter's 1977 dam hit list.

Elevenmtle Canyon
Reseruoir

That time the West responded in
unison and rescued most of the dams.
But this time it seems no one is listening.
It may be that the Denver Water Board
and water development community's
monopoly on the prior appropriation
doctrine is in trouble, and not the doc-
. trine itself.

A board with clout

T he Denv~r Water Department
was created by Denver voters in 1918.
The vote turned a private water company
into a public agency and gave it a charter
to acquire water for the city's future as
cheaply as possible.

To insulate it from the politics of the
day, the charter authorized the depart-
ment to keep its own accounts and gave
the board great autonomy in setting
metropolitan water policy. Unlike other
public utilities and all other major
metropolitan water 'authorities in the
West, the Denver Water Board is not
subject to a regulatory agency, nor must
it seek approval from the mayor or city
council for its decisions.

The water board's charter, together
with its shrewd deployment of the prior
appropriation doctrine, has created an
uncommon and formidable agency.

By executing only a fraction of
some 250' water rights the board holds or
claims, the agency's ambitious plumbing
system draws water from both sides of
the Continental Divide - from the
South Platte on the east and the
Colorado River on the west.

In --1988, the Denver Water
Department delivered more than 78 bil-
lion gallons of treated water to about one
million customers, almost half of whom

live or run businesses outside Denver
city limits.

Including the area annexed for the
new Denver airpon, the water depart-
ment serves 450 square miles. With the
construction of projects such as Two
Forks, various master plans have project-
ed that 'the department could deliver
water to about five times the metropoli-
tan area's current population.

The Denver water system grew not
only by supplying water for drinking and .
washing, but by making the resource
available year-round for lawns and gar-
dens. Early settlers brought their passion
for the color green with them to- the
semi-desert.

Back in 1942, the water department
boasted that "the fact that Denver meters
only where necessary and permits sprin-
kling on flat rate affords the double
advantage of civic attractiveness and
economy."

Such was the state of conservation
. when Glenn Saunders was growing up in
Denver. Saunders, now 85, is the daunt-
ing water lawyer who, at the behest of
his friend Mayor Ben Stapleton, directed
the board's efforts to secure its earliest
water rights and forge new ones.

Saunders worked as the water
board's top auorney for 50 years, instill-
ing the agency with his conviction that
the Denver area had an absolute need for
and right to West Slope water.

"People forget that this is a raw,
harsh environment we live in, and that
the elements imposed on us were not
designed to help human life but to
impair it," Saunders told me, when I vis-
ited him in his warm living room last
summer. This son of rhetoric still brings

(Continued on page 24)
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Denver. trine to its limits, the doctrine is not====~=~.:.....!.,,-,.:... unique to Colorado. It is well-established
(Continuedfrom page 23) throughout the arid West. But it remains

purest in Colorado, where it is embedded
in the Colorado constitution.

Elsewhere, over the last 20 years, 16
Western states have diluted the pure
Colorado doctrine with public interest
criteria.

The Colorado doctrine is also soft-
ened in some states by the need for water
appropriators to acquire a permit from a
state engineer, who considers broader
issues than those facing the most senior. .
developer. In Colorado, water nghts are
decided in water court.

The water court system is more
costly than the permit system, which
explains why about half the nation's
water lawyers are in Colorado. The state
fathers had hoped water courts would
keep the issue from political influence.
But the strategy not only insulated water
from political corruption, but also from
broader public pressure.

In the 'end, critics say, the Colorado
version of prior appropriation torned a
doctrine for governing a public resource
into a private club for settling disputes
among water developers.

In Colorado, water rights are only
granted for consumptive uses. Instrearn
flows can only be held by the state. For
example. leaving water in a river for

a room of applauding water developers
to their feet in affirmation,

Early in his career Saunders rescued
the board's faltered claim to water in the
Fraser River, more than 100 miles west
on the other side of the Continental
Divide. His courtroom-save led to .
Denver's first diversion of water from
the West Slope to the East Slope. It
reached Denver through the six-mile-
long Moffat Tunnel in 1936.

Saunders won, then and'since, by
arguing that there is only one Colorado,
not two as implied by the geographical
division of the state into West Slope and
East Slope.

Saunders asserted that West Slope
water did not "belong" there, it belonged
to whoever claimed it first and could put
it to use. In Saunders' mind, Denver
would always be the only entity capable
of doing that.

The Fraser River decision and oth-
ers in Saunders' favor enabled him to
transform the modest Denver Water
Board into "a kind of understudy of the
Metropolitan Water District of Los
Angeles," wrote Marc Reisner in
Cadillac Desert.

Under Saunders, the water board
became a "well-oiled, well-funded
suprapolitical machine trying to purloin
water from every comer of the state, all
in the interest of turning Denver into the
Los Angeles of the Rockies ..."

Saunders says the water board's
"constancy of purpose" has forged its
successes. He maintains that the agen~
cy's mission is still to build a water sys-
tem "for thousands of years in the
future." I asked Saunders about the
seeming arrogance of this undertaking,
since it ignores what those outside
Denver may want or need.

"Arrogance?" he shot back. Rail-
thin and mentally acute, Saunders is
composed of edges.

"Arrogance you say? Why, it's the
kind of arrogance that runs the nation's
space program, and that builds great
water systems, that separates the human
mind from the mind of a rabbit."

A long history

If Two Forks marks the end of an
era, it will not be due to internal rot.
Saunders' vision and arrogance still
guide the Denver Water Board, with Two
Forks serving as a perfect example of
meticulous foresight under the prior
appropriation doctrine':

The Two Forks filing for 132,415
acre-feet of water from the 'South Platte
Rivet dates to 1905, and was the largest
,single filing in the state up to that point.

The claim was made for the city of
Denver, then served by the private
Denver Union Water Company, forerun-
ner to the Denver Water Department.
The filing was transferred to the water
beard in the 1920s, and has been inching
toward perfection ever since.

Confidence in' the stability of the
appropriation doctrine and the board's
Two Forks claim was voiced only a few
years ago, when Denver Water Board
president Monte Pascoe told the audi-
ence at a conference on water planning
that Colorado already had a water plan,
and that it was called the prior appropri-
ation doctrine.

By logical extension the planning
accorded by the doctrine was in the
hands of the Denver Water Board, which
knew best what was needed.

Although the Denver Water Board
has pushed the prior appropriation doc-

fish, native vegetation, scenic beauty and
recreation is to waste it, and thereby lose
the right to it. But diverting water to the
lawns of the plains is a duly recognized
beneficial use.

It is a plain "use it or lose it" philos-
ophy, enabling present waste to assure
future waste and barring the environ-
mental community from playing the
game.

"If you don 't own a water right, and
none of us in the environmental commu-
nity do, you are automatically without '
standing in water court," says Dan
Luecke, a senior scientist with the
Environmental Defense Fund in Boulder.

Luecke - who is also a founding
member of the Environmental Caucus,
the coalition of environmentalists that
fought the Two Forks proposal - says
attempts by environmental groups to
obtain water rights for instream flows by
using the public trust doctrine in court
are rigorously opposed by the water
development community.

Moreover, the state water agency _
the Colorado Water Conservation Board
- which is supposed to protect instrearn
flows, has entered those cases on the
side of the water developers.

Colorado water court judges, even
those inclined toward reform, are aware
of how narrow their venue is. They still
hand down water decrees based on

seniority and the conventional defmition
of beneficial use.

Day Of reckoning is at hand

Mntrose Water Court Judge
Robert Brown expressed the need for a
change last year in a case in which he
granted the city of Aurora water rights in
the pristine Upper Gunnison Basin.

In his opinion, Judge Brown
wamed: "A day of reckoning is coming
when the 'public interests' raised by the
opposers herein will have to be
addressed in proceedings adjudicating
water rights."

With the Two Forks veto, that day
may have dawned for the Denver Water
Board and the other members of its club.

, "People have shown they will be
heard," says David Getehes, a University
of Colorado law professor and former
director of Colorado's Natural Resources
Department. "If there are no regular
channels for them to use, they'll be
forced to go outside them," he says,
explaining the extraordinary EPA veto.

At a recent conference entitled
"Colorado in the Wake of the Two Forks
Decision," Colorado Gov. Roy Romer
told an audience of water developers,
"The federal government is in here
because they represent some of the val-

Lining the Moffat Tunnel In the 19305
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ues that were not represented in this
state. Our system for planning and
developing water was developed a cen-
tury ago. The public values in Colorado
have changed dramatically since the sys-
tem was established," reports the Denver
Post.

But environmental spokesmen say
this does not mean, as Murray and
Farbes asserted, an end to the prior
appropriation doctrine.

Indeed, few environmental leaders
say they fmc fault with the doctrine in its
. current form. They believe the existing
constitutional language already address-
es their concerns; it is the court adminis-
tration of the language that does not,

''The federai decision on Two Forks
doesn't threaten a word of the prior
appropriation statute as it appears in the
state constitution," says Jo Evans, an
environmental lobbyist.

Chris Meyer of the National
Wildlife Federation in Denver says: "We
don't want to change the game, we just
want to be permitted to play it."

They refer to the opening paragraph
of the Colorado constitution's irrigation

statute. It declares that the water of every
natural stream is public properry.

"This language is so broad that it
does not take magic or any leap of faith
to maintain that the protection of the
public interest is what was 'intended all
along," says Larry MacDonnell, a
University of Colorado law professor.

According to MacDonnell,
"addressing environmental concerns is
not at odds with the prior appropriation
doctrine, but in line with it." He also
points out that all vested property rights
are restrained in some fashion by the
concommitant duty to protect the general
good.

In a way, the water board's warning
that an era is ending may be correct. But
the era that's ending isn't that of the
prior appropriation doctrine; it is the era
under which the doctrine was the sole
property of water developers. In the
coming era, it may be that the doctrine
will accommodate a much broader spec-
trum of interests. '

•

Sandhill cranes mass on the Platte River near Grand Island, Nebraska

Birds and fishes gain some legal standing
viding most of the water for homes, the legendary description of an early pio-
industry and farming. As with the dams neer, "It is an inch deep and a mile
on the North Platte in Wyoming, wide." The historically slow-moving,
Nebraska dams along the Platte provide shallow, braided river channel provides
power throughout that state. wetland habitat, areas which are rapidly

Against this background stands the being destroyed throughout the United
ecological importance of the Platte River States.
system. The Platte River valley provides Three recent decisions have focused
one of the finest migratory bird habitats national attention on the ecology of this
in the country and is the roosting place fragile river system. In March, EPA
for more than 230 different bird species. administrator William Reilly began the
The Platte River provides habitat for process of pulling the plug on the pro-
numerous endangered and threatened posed Two Forks Dam on the South
migratory birds, including the whooping Platte above Denver. Construction of
crane, piping plover, Eskimo curlew, Two Forks would have enabled Denver
least tern and bald eagle. . and its Front Range neighbors to squeeze

Each year the Platte River valley even more water out of the South Platte
plays host to two-thirds of all sandhill River channel. Two Forks would have
cranes in the world in their early spring guaranteed the destruction of fertile fish-
south-north migration. The U.S. Fish and ery habitat and popular whitewater raft-
Wildlife Service has concluded that a ing areas upstream of Denver.
53-mile segment of the Platte River in While the environmental communi-
central Nebraska must be protected ty focused attention primarily on how
because it is critical to the survival of the the project would dry up canyons and
few remaining whooping cranes in the fisheries of the South Platte in Colorado,
world. the effects of Two Forks would have

The Platte River valley is a crucial been felt in both the South Platte and
stopping point in their annual migration Platte River valleys, hundreds of miles
from the Texas Gulf Coast to Alberta, downstream.
Canada. The Platte also provides some Every additional drop of water
of the last wetlands in the Great Plains, impounded behind Two Forks would
land which is essential for diverse bird have been another drop of water not
and aquatic life.

The Platte River valley is unique. In

Administrators and courts begin
to include ecological values when
making their 'water decisions

- Iry Peter J. Kirsch

Since the first days of Western
water law and the birth of the prior
appropriation doctrine, water allocation
in the western United States has been
based on the time-worn principle of use-
it-or-lose-it.

Environmental protection historical-
ly has been stymied by courts and legis-
latures that refuse to recognize the long-
term ecological value of naturally flow-
ing rivers. But the situation is changing.

Three recent cases involving the
much-abused Platte River system show
how much the rules are shifting. The
three decisions, all within the past year,
lay the groundwork for protecting the
natural water flow in the Pla'tte River
system. <

The Platte River system is one of
the most varied and important river

basins in the intermountain West and
Great Plains. The Platte, South Platte
and North Platte rivers and their tribu-
taries are important in diverse and often
conflicting ways.

The South Platte River supplies the
water Denver drinks. Without the South
Platte, neither Denver nor its Front
Range neighbors could survive. As it
flows down from the Rocky Mountains,
it also provides some of Colorado's best
recreation and fishing opportunities.

The North Platte is just as important
to Wyoming. It and its tributaries. supply
water for arid land irrigation, and the
North Platte's string of federal and pri-
vate dams provide much of the power to
Wyoming and Nebraska, as well as other
Plains states. Until the energy bust, the
North Platte River was to be a corner-
stone of Wyoming's planned mining and
alternative fuels industry.

In Nebraska, the central Platte has
often been called the state'slifeline, pro- (Continued on p,,,:ge 26)
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Platte River ...
(Conttnuedfrom page 25)

flowing downstream through the fishery
and bird habitats of the South Platte and
Platte River valleys. Administrator
Reilly's decision was a classic - if
unusual - triumph of environmental
protection over urban growth.

A special .master appointed by the
U.S. Supreme Court ruled in a second
important decision in a dispute among
Colorado, Wyoming and Nebraska over
which state can use the waters of the
North Platte River and its tributaries. In'
contrast to the fanfare following the
decision to kill Two Forks, the master's
decision went almost-unnoticed.

On and off for more than 50 years,
Colorado, Wyoming and Nebraska have
been fighting over the water in the Platte
River system. The states have disputed
which has a 'greater need for water for
irrigation, industry and residential uses.

Because of how water is allocated
among states, the Slate with the greatest
historical need generally is allowed to
divert the most water from a river.

Until recently, the only question in
interstate water allocation cases has been
how much water each Slate is entitled to
for these consumptive water uses. Non-
consumptive uses - recreation and
environmental protection -..:...have not
been considered.

The disputes have resulted in
decrees by the U.S. Supreme Court spec-
ifying the rights of each of the states to
use water in one or another part' of the
Platte River system.

The .arguments were renewed in
1986, when Nebraska asked the Supreme
Court to reopen its dispute with
Wyoming and Colorado over the North
Platte system.

Nebraska argued.that Wyoming's
ambitious plans to develop industry and
to provide more water to Casper would
violate the apportionment made by the
Supreme Court in the 1940s. This time,
however, there was another player on the
scene: the environmental community.

Several environmental groups,
including the National Audubon Society
and Platte River Whooping Crane Trust
of Grand Island, Neb., realized that allo-
cation of the North Platte River waters
could have a tremendous effect on the
environment of the' entire Platte River
system.

The environmentalists argued that
the Supreme Court should consider all
uses of water in deciding how much
water each state was entitled to receive.
Unlike .the states, the environmental
groups did not argue that they were enti-
tled to a piece of the pie.

In a break from the tradition of
water allocations, they argued that a
piece should be left in the dish for future
generations.

Leaying pie in the dish raises corn-
plex problems which Western water law
historically has not been able to solve. It
is fairly easy to figure how much water a
farmer needs for irrigation, a family
needs for its home, or a city needs for its
schools. But how does a water master
calculate how much water a whooping
crane needs to roost, a striped bass to
swim, or an endangered flower to grow?

When water is allocated to a farmer,
a homeowner, or a city, the law already
says who owns the water, but what about
the water left -in the streambed for the
whooping crane, bass or flower?

The law in most Western states is
only beginning to find an answer to this
question. 'The complexity of these ques-
tions demands use of sophisticated com-
puter models, first-rate ecological stud-
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ies and a deep understanding of how a
river fits into the ecology of its region.

These problems were not far from
the minds of water users in all three
states, as well as two of the region's
largest power consortiums. Predictably,
they protested against protecting some of
the Platte River water for plants, fish and
wildlife. They argued that environmental
interests had no place in the dispute.
They said environmental interests should'
wait until the court had divided the
North Platte River among the Slates.

Then, if water was left, the slate leg-
islatures could adequately protect
wildlife habitat and recreation needs if
they so chose. They also complained that
environmental claims to water/ would
disturb more than 50 years of water allo-
cations, upsetting the economy of the
three states.

In a March 1989 decision, Supreme
Court special master Owen Olpin decid-
ed that environmental interests would be
considered. He concl uded that times had
changed.

Although environmental protection
was not considered a valid use of water
in the first half of this century, he decid-
ed the North Platte River could not be
equitably divided among the three states
without considering the environmental
effects of that allocation. His decision
lays the groundwork for long-term pro-
tection of Nebraska's wetlands and other
ecologically valuable land in the North
Platte system.

A third critical decision involved a
lawsuit by the Platte River Trust over the
licensing of the huge Kingsley Dam in
western Nebraska. Kingsley Dam pro-
vides much, of the power and irrigation
water used in western and central
Nebraska.

, For more than 10 years, members of
the environmental community have been
asking the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) to consider the
effects of the dam on wetlands in central
Nebraska and on the habitat of the sever-
al endangered and threatened species
which call the Platte River home. The .
Sierra Club, American Rivers, Nebraska
Wildlife Federation, National Audubon
Society and the Platte River Trust asked
FERC to place emergency conditions on
the operation of the Kingsley project so
enough water is always left in the
riverbed for essential wildlife habitat.

FERC repeatedly delayed, insisting
that it would look at environmental
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issues in 1987, when the dam came up
for its 50-ye!U'relicensing.

But in 1987, when it came time to
relicense the dam, FERC stalled again
and gave the operators an _extension on
the license they had had for 50 years.
FERC said that it would begin to look at
environmental problems in 1990. The
Platte River Trust took FERC to court,
asking for action.

In a decision in late May, the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia Circuit agreed. The court
ordered FERC to hold a hearing to
examine the dam's environmental effects
and to consider what could be done to
reduce any problems in the short term.

At this hearing, the environmental
community will be given a chance to
present evidence of environmental dam-
age to wildlife habitat downstream of
Kingsley Dam. The U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service has already concluded
that the dam has a disastrous impact on
downstream wildlife habitat.

If the evidence shows what the Fish
and Wildlife Service and the environ-
mental groups claim, the darn operators
will have to make immediate changes in

_the way Kingsley Dam is operated to
protect wildlife habitat.

allocation. But at the very least, the
cases suggest that controversial water
allocations will be more complicated in
the future.

First, these cases are emblematic of
a fundamental shift in the way courts
will look at water allocation in the com-
ing decades. Use-it-or-lose-it may not
yet be history, but the courts are helping
to erode the doctrine.

Second, these, cases show the
courts' new awareness that they must
look not only at the cold economic facts
of water allocations but also at the com'
plex environmental effects of these deci-

" sions. Always anxious to shy away from
such complex issues, courts now have
been dragged into weighing economics
against the environment. These problems
promise to entangle the courts in a politi-
cal briar patch.

Finally, the cases reflect a growing
understanding that water use decisions in
anyone state inevitably will have not
only economic but also environmental
impacts downstream, often in another
state. Courts will insist that states coop-
erate with their downstream neighbors to
allocate water not only efficiently but
also sensibly.

Although the Platte River cases
spell a more complicated future, they
also spell a more environmentally con-
scious one.

Waler wilt be even more complex

It is still too early to tell whether
these three cases spell a fundamental
change in the way courts look at water

•
•

Sandhill Crane
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LETTERS
NO COMMON GROUND
Dear HCN,

)

It's very interesting! Dick Carter
asking the question, "What is so difficult
about seeking consensus?" (HCN,
9/II/89). Apparently it is much easier
for the Utah Wilderness Association to
seek common ground with its wilderness
opponents than with the conservation.
community. What Mr. Carter fails to
mention is that the vast majority of con-
servationists fonmed the Utah Wilderness
Coalition. We are proposing 5. I million.
acres of BLM wilderness, which is very
close to Congressman Owen's bill.
Those trying to understand UWA's 3.8
million-acre bill should ask: When was
the last time a major state conservation
group supported' over a million acres of
wilderness less than a member of its own
congressional delegation? .

We may not have learned from_ a
disastrous 1984 Utah Forest Service bill.
This was a bill that failed to protect one
mountain range in southern Utah. It was
also a bill that continues to threaten tile
headwaters of the Escalante River with
C02 devcloprnent in Death Hollow as
well as the entire Ponderosa forest on
Boulder Mountain. In fact, not one acre
of potential timber sale land in southern
Utah was even affected by the bill.
UWA, by continuing to seek "brownie
points" from Jake Gam, Orrin Hatch and
Jim Hansen in order to feed their own
egos, continues to support chaining of'
potential wilderness in the Henry Moun-
tains and continues to look the other way
as developers tum the Burr Trail into' a
major highway project. The common·
ground that UWA has found is with a

reactionary Republican Utah congres-
sional delegation. This relationship is the
single biggest obstacle to protection of
the Colorado Plateau.

Robert Weed
. Calf Creek, Utah

UNNATURAL IN MONTANA

Dear HCN,

Kristi Niemeyer is mistaken to say
that the primitive side of nature stilI
exists in Montana and requires that bison
be hunted and animals starve (HCN,
8/28/89). The drastic loss of habitat in
the West over the last 100 years has
brought about the annual bison hunt and
starvation of large numbers of bison and
elk. The crowding that has become such
a problem in Yellowstone National Park
is caused by the "war zone" that exists
outside the boundaries of the park, as
well as the disappearance of all predators
in the area.

As long as ranching is judged to be
the most important activity in the area --
to the exclusion of all other human and
animal activities -r- the bison will be
hunted to prevent the so-called brucel-
losis infection of cauIe by bison. Ranch- .
ers have bitterly fought the reintroduc-
tion of a predator species -- the wolf -
into the Yellowstone area to control pop-
ulations of prey species.

Hunting bison to prevent infection
of cattle and allowing animals to starve
because they have no other natural popu-
lation controls may be primitive, but
they are not acts required by nature,
They are acts required by a few ranchers
.and their sympathizers. Ms. Niemeyer is
right to say "Respect our landscape,
appreciate its wildness." But she needs
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to say it to the residents of Montana as
well as its tourists.

Kathy Spitler
Lolo, Montana

FREELOADERS

Dear HCN,

There is something which really
bothers me about all the arguments
regarding repopulation of natural preda-
tors and compensating for their kill.

This is that no one alludes to the fact
that the majority of these situations
involve ranchers and hunters using our
public land, and as usual taking the all
too familiar posture that it is their private
domain. It is unfortunate that we do not
pick up on a pretty strong argument that
these freeloaders logically have no posi-
tion of "rights" at all in these matters. A
grazing penmit and plumbing a few wells
does not constitute ownership nor any
property rights, although plenty of
ranchers do their best to carry out the
bluff.

Considering the pittance they pay
for grazing privileges, they should
expect to contribute a few weak live-
stock (or prize livestock, for that matter)
to sustain our predators as part of the
price.

Tom O'Connor
Grand Junction, Colorado

Save
Trees

.. We offer beautiful
recycled paper products.

Gift wrap,.greeting cards,
stationery, and many office,

printing, copy, and computer papers. In
the U.S. people throwaway 100 billion
pounds of paper yearly. Help us change
that, SCJ;ldfor our 3~-page color catalog.

, EARTH CARE PAPER INC.
Box 3335, Dept. 16 Madison, WI 53704

(60S)256-5522

'EIYJOY!!
Lel OUTlitlle magazine lak .. you 10
your favorite hot springs that you ~
might not even know ar .. your hvorit ..
yet! From pri.tin .. wildemeS5 springs
I" the plu.hi .... we cov th ..m all
with up-t<>-d.le .. tiel info, maps,
pix .nd g<HJ<li... Join Ihe fun NOW!!

f"UbllMledquarterly. Year "'-'b!KrlpUon(4 i_ues) $15.00
not Springs Gaz..lte. 1:ZS. Benton "" • nelena. ]Iff 5960 I

REMOTE
POWel'iNC

•111111.SOLAREX

649 Remington. Ft. Collins, CO 80524. (303) 482-9507

INSPIRED BY
THE ARCHAIC
DESERT
CULTURE'S
WILLOW
SPLIT-TWIG
FIGURINES

I bring to you beautifully hand-erafted sterling
silver split-twig figurine jewelry. Accompanied
by an information card discussing the Archaic
Desert Culture,lhese unique items make the per-
fect gift for Grand Canyon explorers and enthu-
siasts. No postage necessary.

Pendant with necklace $20
Earrings; pierced or not $20
Key rings $15

PIa .... Exp ........... Box 117g
Ganado, AZ 86505

I \ 6MnSS·3756

ACCESS
NEAT STl'FF

CREWLEADER: The StudentConservation
Association needs youth .Ieaders to supervise
high school volunteers on trail construc-
tion/maintenance projects in national parks
and forests. Month-long summer projects
require supervisors with significant wilder-
ness travel experience and first aid skills/cer-
tificate. Construction experience and skills
helpful. Training ~available. For application
call 603/826-4301 or write SCA, PO Box
550, Charlestown, NH 03603.(2)<23B)

OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR/LEGAL secre-
tary - Boulder, CO; starting date January
1990. Must be co~puter literate and have
experience as legal secretary, administrator,
bookkeeper, paralegal or comparable. Inde-
pendent, self-starter to take charge of envi-
ronmental law center. Environmental back-
ground preferred. Salary $19.000 plus bene-
fits. Experienced only apply by letter: Land
and Water Fund of the Rockies, 1405 Arapa-
hoe,' Boulder, CO 80303. References
required. (lx23b)

EXECUTIVE DIRECfOR, Wyoming Out-
door Council. Duties: issues advocacy. lobby-
ing, fundraising, staff supervision, publica-
tion preparation, more. Qualifications: Excel-
lent communications skills, strong commit-
ment to Wyoming environment. Experience
in Western environmental issues, lobbying,
office and business management, fundraising,
staff supervision and public relations benefi-
cial. Salary $20,000-$30,000 DOE. Send
resume and cover letter by Dec. 15 to: Search
Committee, Wyoming Outdoor Council, 201
,Main, Lander, WY g2520. (2x22)

·NONHORMONAL ALTERNATIVES IN
CONTRACEITION from nonprofit service.
Safe, effective birth control up to 50 percent
below standard retail: Condoms, sponges,
foams, creams, jellies. Plus books, lubricants,
recyclable menstrual items. Send long SASE
for free mail order brochure. ZPG-Seattle.
Dept. IIC, 4426 Burke North, Seattle, WA
98103,206/633-4750. (3x21p)

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY - Let the sun
work for you. Solar electricity for your home
or RV. Free information. Photocomm, 2555
N. IIwy 89, Chino Valley,.AZ 86323,
602/636-2201 or 602/778-1616.(ufnl7B)

G=LY TRACK - Front paw print of a
large Grizzly handsomely cast in stoneware.
Hang on wall, set on table, or a great Christ-
mas gift (next day shipping). Call or write for
more info. $21.00 postpaid. Check or
Bankcard accepted.. Masterpiece Creations,
Box 2294, Kalispell, MT 59901 (406n57-
0820).(3x22p)

THE SUN WILL SHINE every day in your
child's room. with an appliqued quilt crafted.
from authentic Indian designs. Five choices.
For free brochure send SASE to: Quilts, Box
243,Butte, MT 59703. (3x21p)

BEAUTIFUL BIG SKY COUNTRY, 20
acres near Pipestone, Montana. Trees, five
natural springs. meadow, creek, natural log
corral. Remote but accessible year-round.
$28,000.Call Sandy.406/723-8881.(3x21 p)

SHARON D. CLARK, ATTORNEY AT
LAW. ENVIRONMENTAL LAW, LAND:
USE, and WATER LAW.20 Boulder Cres-
cent, Colorado Springs,CO 80903.(719/473- ,
9966). (lOx 14p)

CLASSIFIED ADS cost 30 cents per word,
pre-paid, $5 minimum. General rates for dis-
play are $8/column inch if camera-ready;
$lO/column inch if we make up. Send your
ad with payment to: HeN, Box 1090, Paonia,
CO 81428 or calt 303/527-4898 for more
information.

ENVIRONMENTALISTS:
Looking for a job out west?

The Western Environmental [obletter
is your employment directory for the kinds
of jobs that don't compromise your values.

Monthly subscription bulletin with 30-50
jobs/month. For rate info, write: The WEJ,

P.O. BoxSOO-H,LaPorle.CO80535
or call (303)224-51%.


